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turn coils that are wound in opposite senses, with the 
centre conductors connected to their respective Inconel 
outer shields to complete the circuit. For our experi- 
ment, two ICE probes (one is oriented to intercept the 
poloidal flux and the other intercepts the toroidal flux) 
are used. The RF signal from each single turn coil in 
each coil pair is terminated just outside the vacuum 
vessel at a differential power combiner to reduce 
electrostatic pick-up. In addition, the power combiner 
acts as a DC safety break. From the power combiner, 
the signal goes through an eight way splitter, with 
each of the eight channels filtered at different band- 
widths and then rectified and amplified before being 
archived. The passive bandpass filters are centred at 
10, 25, 35, 45, 55, 65, 75 and 85 MHz, each with 
10 MHz bandwidths. The data are archived at 5 kHz. 

3.2. Data analysis and interpretation 

As discussed in Section 4, the data from the neutron 
detectors, from the foil bolometers, from the fast 
reciprocating Langmuir probe and from the ICE probes 
all indicate that beam ions are ejected from the hot 
centre of the plasma. To infer fast ion losses from the 
neutron emission, we assume that beam-target reactions 
predominate and that the injected beam ions thermalize 
classically in the absence of MHD activity. For most 
DIII-D plasma discharges, beam-target fusion reactions 
are dominant, with the possible exception of VH mode 
discharges, where thermonuclear fusion reactions can 
be significant, and low density discharges, where beam- 
beam fusion reactions can be large. For the plasma 
conditions described in this paper, we estimate that the 
beam-target fusion reactions constitute more than 70 % 
of the total neutron emission, with beam-beam fusion 
reactions making up the remaining neutron emission. 
The losses are inferred from the impulsive drops in 
neutron emission AZ, at the MHD bursts and from the 
average value of the emission 

The first method for evaluating fast ion loss from 
the neutron emission makes use of the model developed 
to interpret the neutron emission during the fishbone 
instability [25]. The model interprets the impulsive drops 
in neutron emission as the result of the ejection of 
energetic particles from the plasma centre and assumes 
that the averaged energetic ion confinement time takes 
the form 

TMHD 
(") = .,ln[l/(l - AZJI,)] 

where T M H D  is the interval between MHD bursts 
and AZJZ, is the fractional drop in neutron emission 

(see Fig. 2(a)). For a discharge with MHD bursts of 
different amplitude the averaged confinement time is 
approximately 

At 
i7,) = C AInIIn 
where the summation is over all the drops in neutron 
emission in the time interval At. Since this model 
neglects beam-beam fusion reactions, it underestimates 
(7,) by a factor of (1 + 2t)/(l + 0, where t i s  the ratio 
of beam-beam to beam-target emission [25]. In our 
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FIG. 2. Time evolution of (a) the DD neutron emission, (b) the 
low pass filtered Mimov signal and (e) the high pass filtered 
Mimov signal for a typical discharge with TAE activity. Also 
shown are symbolic definitions of various parameters used in 
the TAE database. 
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Good confinement of a’s needed for ITER success
• Confinement in the idealized machine is good, but there are many sources of 

symmetry breaking perturbations.
• Non-resonant sources:

• Ripple, error fields, 
• Kink modes, tearing modes, locked modes,

• Fast reconnection events: 
• sawteeth, ELMs, disruptions.

• Resonant sources (energetic particle and Alfvénic modes):
• Fishbones, kinetic ballooning modes
• BAAE, BAE (beta-induced)
• TAE, rsAE (Toroidal and reverse shear Alfvén Eigenmodes - shear)
• GAE (Global Alfvén Eigenmodes – shear)
• CAE (Compressional Alfvén Eigenmodes – compressional)
• ICE (Ion-cyclotron emission – no experimental evidence for losses, possible diagnostic)
• Wave-induced (ICRF resonances) losses



Difficult for smaller tokamaks to match all of 
ITER’s relevant dimensionless numbers

• JET and TFTR came close to 
some of the a parameters,
• JT-60U never ran D-T plasmas.

• In many tokamaks the beam-
ions have similar parameters 
to the fusion-a’s in ITER
• but different distribution

• Predictions for ITER fast-ion 
losses depend on accurate 
modeling (and extrapolation).

Zweben, Nucl. Fusion 2000 – TFTR tokamak

Parameter TFTR JET ITER

Pfus (MW) 10.6 16.1 1500 

Pα (0) (MW/m3 ) 0.3 0.1 0.3 

τα (s) 0.4 0.7 1.0

a/ρα 20 14 70

nα(0)/ne(0)  (%) 0.3 0.4 0.3

βα(0) (%) 0.3 0.62 0.7

⟨βα⟩ 0.04 0.11 0.2

R∇βα 0.02 0.03 0.06

Vα /VA (0) 1.7 1.6 1.9



Experimental studies of fast-ion transport 
typically need modeling to fill in the “gaps”

• Diagnostics only measure limited moments of fast-ion distribution:
• Full spatial distribution, pitch angles and energies of lost fast-ions not measured.
• Likewise it’s not possible to fully characterize the confined fast-ion population.

• Experimental studies typically don’t provide a full description of modes:
• Mode laboratory frequencies well known, but interpretation with sheared rotation 

needs modeling.
• For some modes the radial structure can be measured, but typically not the poloidal 

structure (or toroidal structure).

• Understanding the damping and resonant drive also requires precise data on 
the equilibrium plasma, which is often incomplete.
• By collecting as many pieces of information as possible, it is possible to test 

various theoretical models of mode stability and fast-ion transport.



So far, so good – no major issues identified
• Numbers on right are 

enhancement over first-orbit 
losses – negligible at full field.
• TAE/fishbones typically more of 

an issue in smaller tokamaks with 
low toroidal field, low current.
• However, TAE not a problem in 

high-field TFTR plasmas as beam-
ion velocity << VAlfven.
• If ITER has  tearing modes, ELMs 

or disruptions, it has more serious 
problems than fast-ion losses.

Special Topic: Alpha particle physics experiments in TFTR

Table 7. Types of MHD– and RF–alpha interactions in TFTR

Interaction Frequency range (kHz) Relative alpha lossa

Locked modes ⌧0.1 2
Tearing modes 0.1 3
ELMs [69] 1 2
Fishbones [67] 10 0.5
Disruptions [8, 68] 10 100–1000
Sawtooth [67, 72, 91, 102] 100 10
BAE [131] 100 n.o.b

KBM [71, 176] 100 2
TAE [138] 100 n.o.b

AFM [71] 100 0
IBW [173] 105 n.o.b

ICRF [148] 105 2
ICE [151] >105 n.o.b

a Maximum alpha loss in the scintillator detectors during these phenomena, normal-
ized to alpha loss without these phenomena.

b n.o. means not observed on TFTR DT discharges.
Note: BAE, �-induced Alfvén eigenmode; KBM, kinetic ballooning mode; TAE,
toroidal Alfvèn eigenmode; AFM, Alfvén frequency mode; IBW, ion Bernstein wave;
ICE, ion cyclotron emission.

high frequency activity identified as KBMs near the
� limit [71]. The alpha loss as measured in the 90�

detector increased by a factor of 2 during these
high frequency (f ⇡ 150 kHz), high-n (n = 6–10)
magnetic fluctuations, and the pitch angle of the
observed MHD induced alpha loss was localized at
the passing–trapped boundary. The ORBIT code
was used to show that there was a resonant alpha
interaction near the mode rational surface which
pushed counter-passing alphas across the passing–
trapped boundary and out to the wall on the first
trapped orbit. The code was able to predict the
approximate magnitude of this loss based on the
measured fluctuation level.

A somewhat similar process is likely to cause the
sawtooth induced loss, which also appears at the
pitch angle of the passing–trapped boundary [72].
However, the alpha loss due to low frequency modes
(such as in Fig. 13) does not always occur at the
passing–trapped boundary, and is probably due to
an increased di↵usion of trapped alphas, perhaps in
conjunction with TF ripple loss.

In MHD quiescent plasmas the radial di↵usion of
alphas is very small (D < 0.1 m2/s), indicating that
their interaction with the ever present small scale
turbulent fluctuations is very weak [30]. This can be

deduced from the measured decrease in the alpha loss
with increasing plasma current, as shown in Fig. 8,
and from the confined alpha measurements described
in Sections 3 and 4. The standard explanation for
this is the ‘orbit averaging’ e↵ect expected when the
alpha gyroradius is larger than the turbulence size
scale [20–23]. However, no direct correlation has yet
been established between the level or structure of
the turbulence with measurements of alpha particle
transport (Section 8.1).

Toroidal Alfvén eigenmodes with high frequency
(⇡100–300 kHz) and low n(n ⇡ 1–5) are global MHD
instabilities driven by fast ions resonant with the
shear Alfvén waves in a toroidal plasma. There were
several experiments in which TAEs were generated
in DT plasmas (Section 6), but there was never any
observable alpha particle loss associated with these
TAEs. Similarly, there was no alpha loss associated
with observations of Alfvén frequency modes [71], or
ion cyclotron wave emission (Section 7).

2.2. Alpha collector probe

A di↵erent type of alpha loss diagnostic based on
the deposition of alphas in a stack of thin metal
foils was tested for the first time on TFTR, in

Nuclear Fusion, Vol. 40, No. 1 (2000) 107
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Losses decrease at higher current
• Alpha loss measured at the scintillator 

detector located 90º below the outer 
midplanel
• Model is of first-orbit losses of fusion-

generated alphas (without diffusion).
• Measurement at -90º will miss most of the 

stochastic ripple diffusion losses.
• Losses are normalized to the data at I = 0.6 

MA where-orbit losses are assumed to 
dominate.
• The vertical bar at I = 2.5 MA represents 

the calculated alpha loss for Dα = 0.1 m2/s;
• implies the radial diffusion for alphas near the 

plasma centre was considerably less than this.
• The vertical axis also represents the 

approximate percentage global alpha loss 
calculated for each plasma current.

Special Topic: Alpha particle physics experiments in TFTR
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Figure 8. Alpha loss measured at the scintillator detec-

tor located 90� below the outer midplane versus plasma

current. Each datapoint represents the neutron normal-

ized alpha loss integrated over pitch angle and gyroradius

for one DT discharge, and the shaded region represents

modelling of the expected first orbit alpha loss without

radial di↵usion, normalized to the data at I = 0.6 MA.

The vertical bar at I = 2.5 MA represents the calculated

alpha loss for D↵ = 0.1 m2/s, implying that the radial

di↵usion for counter-passing alphas near the plasma cen-

tre was considerably less than this. The vertical axis also

represents the approximate percentage global alpha loss

calculated for each plasma current.

(about a factor of 2). Similar results were previously
obtained in TFTR using DD fusion products in D
discharges (as cited in Ref. [8]).

The pitch angle and gyroradius distributions of
the alpha loss measured 90� below the outer mid-
plane also agreed well with the first orbit loss model,
as shown in Fig. 9. The peak pitch angle of the alpha
loss increased significantly from high to low plasma
current, as expected, and the gyroradius distribution
was in both cases consistent with the first orbit loss
of 3.5 ± 1.0 MeV alphas (given the Doppler spread
from the beam–target reactions).

Except for MHD-active DT discharges (Sec-
tion 2.1.4), the time dependence of the alpha loss in
all the scintillator detectors followed the time depen-
dence of the alpha (i.e. neutron) source rate to within
about ±10–20%. Thus there was no clear sign of
any ‘delayed’ alpha loss in DT, such as previously
seen in the 90� detector for DD fusion products [58].
This was somewhat surprising, since the first orbit
loss process is not significantly di↵erent for DD and
DT fusion products. This di↵erence in the delayed
loss between DD and DT fusion products is most
likely due to their di↵erent classical collisionalities; in

particular, the 1 MeV tritons from DD reactions have
a considerably larger pitch angle scattering over their
slowing down time than the 3.5 MeV DT alpha. This
pitch angle scattering causes only a small increase of
fusion product loss in the axisymmetric case (without
TF ripple) [10, 11], but with TF ripple the collisional
loss can at least qualitatively explain the delayed loss
observed in the 90� detector for DD fusion products
(Section 2.1.3).

An attempt was made to directly measure the
presence of collisionally thermalizing alphas near the
plasma centre by a controlled plasma shift experi-
ment [59]. An inward plasma shift was expected to
move marginally counter-passing alphas across their
passing–trapped boundary, thus allowing them to be
detected at the wall in a similar fashion to the usual
prompt first orbit loss. However, the experimental
results showed that this additional alpha loss dur-
ing an inward plasma shift did not occur. This was
explained by the parallel energy gain of these passing
alphas due to this inward shift, which caused their
calculated orbits to remain passing in spite of the
inward shift.

2.1.3. Toroidal field ripple induced alpha loss

The other classical alpha particle loss mechanism
in tokamaks is due to the TF ripple, which can cause
trapped alpha orbits to di↵use rapidly due to the
breaking of toroidal angular momentum conserva-
tion [12–15]. This process is a concern for future DT
experiments such as ITER for which TF ripple loss
of alphas might cause localized overheating of the
first wall [28]. In TFTR the calculated alpha ripple
loss was dominated by alpha orbits trapped in the
main 1/R toroidal field, as illustrated in Fig. 2, for
which most of the alpha loss occurs between 0 and
90� below the outer midplane. Only a very small frac-
tion of the alpha ripple loss was due to orbits trapped
between two adjacent TF coils (Fig. 1(b)).

The first TFTR measurements to look for TF rip-
ple loss of fusion products were made in D plasmas
using the radially movable 20� ‘midplane’ scintillator
detector [60]. The results clearly showed a non-first-
orbit component of the DD fusion product loss at a
pitch near to that expected for collisionless stochas-
tic TF ripple di↵usion (SRD). The plasma current
dependence of this midplane alpha loss was clearly
di↵erent from that calculated for first orbit loss, and
was similar to that expected from SRD. Direct mea-
surements of the radial di↵usion of DD fusion prod-
ucts were made in the shadow of small and large

Nuclear Fusion, Vol. 40, No. 1 (2000) 103
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Stochastic ripple diffusion causes loss to 
outer midplane region 

• Causes loss of trapped ions whose 
banana tips are in a region where 
the ripple exceeds*:

 δGWB ≈ (ε/Nπq)3/2(1/ρqʹ) 

• Banana tip locations decorrelate 
between bounces, causing radial 
diffusion. 
• Different from “ripple trapping” in 

the ripple magnetic well, 
• ripple trapping can be important for 

ICRF minority heating schemes which 
create deeply trapped fast ions

ARTICLE EFFECTS OF ( ) ON THE ALPHA PARTICLE RIPPLE LOSS IN TFTR

alignment uncertainty is about 0.3 cm, and each has
a toroidal extent of 50 cm. The first wall is much
further outward at awall º 110 cm.

The location of the alpha particle detector aper-
ture ‘rap’ is defined with respect to this geometri-
cal limiter shadow. For this experiment the aperture
was moved horizontally between rap = °2.0 cm and
rap = +1.0 cm, where at rap = 0 cm the pinhole
aperture is just at the edge of the limiter shadow
(R = 352.5 cm and z = °35.6 cm). Although at
rap < 0 cm the aperture itself is radially inside
the geometrical limiter shadow, the alpha particle
orbits entering the aperture can still pass outside
the limiter shadow at the outer midplane, since the
aperture itself is below the midplane. Therefore the
limiter shadowing eÆect can be significant in deter-
mining the alpha particle loss to the detector even for
the innermost position at rap = °2.0 cm (Section 6).

4. MODELLING OF TF RIPPLE LOSS
USING THE ORBIT CODE

The experimental results are compared with mod-
elling done using the ORBIT guiding centre code,
another version of which was previously used to
model TFTR alpha particle ripple loss [21, 22]. This
code calculates alpha particle orbit trajectories in the
presence of TF ripple and collisions, and determines
the characteristics of the alpha particle loss to the
wall, for example, the pitch angle, energy and poloidal
angle distributions.

The advantage of this code is that it contains
all the physics necessary to accurately describe the
stochastic ripple diÆusion of alpha particle orbits in
TFTR. The main disadvantage of this code is that
it assumes that the wall is a smooth toroidal sur-
face, and so does not correctly calculate the eÆect of
the limiter shadowing on the local alpha particle flux
to the detector. The strategy of the analysis of Sec-
tion 5 will be to first compare the experimental results
with the ORBIT code modelling and then, since
good agreement is not found, to explore the limiter
shadowing eÆect in Section 6.

The inputs to the ORBIT code were fits to the
q(r) profiles obtained from the MSE/VMEC equilib-
rium analysis [15, 16] and the Abel inverted neutron
(i.e. alpha particle) source profile shapes measured by
the multichannel neutron collimator [23]. These fits
are listed in Table 2 of Ref. [17]. To obtain a mag-
netic equilibrium, the code also inputs the locations

FIG. 3. A typical 3.5 MeV alpha particle orbit undergoing
TF ripple diÆusion and ultimately lost to the alpha parti-
cle detector for the baseline I = 1.4 MA case. This orbit
had a pitch angle of ¬ = 69± and was launched ‘backwards
in time’ from an aperture location of rap = °2 cm. The
banana tips were in a relatively high ripple region, and so
their vertical displacements due to SRD were relatively
large.

of the magnetic axis and (circular) plasma boundary,
the shape of the plasma pressure profile, the toroidal
magnetic field at the magnetic axis and a model for
the vacuum magnetic fields (outside the plasma but
inside the limiter shadow).

A single SRD loss orbit calculated for the baseline
I = 1.4 MA case using this code is shown in Fig. 3.
For this case the banana tip was started in a rel-
atively high ripple region where successive poloidal
transits had a large random vertical displacement.
The numerical accuracy of this code is such that when
the TF ripple and collisionality are set to zero, orbits
such as that in Fig. 3 can circulate for more than
50 000 transits without any significant radial motion
due to numerical error (<0.1 cm).

Another important factor in the TF ripple loss
modelling is Coulomb collisions, which cause alpha
particle banana orbits to change their magnetic
moment and/or move from confined to unconfined
regions. Previous numerical modelling of TFTR has
shown that collisions can increase the total alpha par-
ticle ripple loss by about a factor of 2 [21, 22]. The
main factor determining the collisional eÆect is the
ratio of the alpha particle pitch angle scattering fre-
quency ∫Æ,? (i.e. the e-folding rate of v2

?) to the alpha
particle energy e-folding rate ∫Æ,E , which is [24]

∫Æ,?/∫Æ,E º 100ZeÆ(Te/EÆ)3/2. (3)

At the plasma axis, this ratio is º1/50 for 3.5 MeV
alpha particles with Te(0) = 5.5 keV and ZeÆ = 3

NUCLEAR FUSION, Vol. 38, No. 5 (1998) 743

Zweben, NF 1998 Fig. 14, TFTR*Goldston-White-Boozer Phys. Rev. Lett. 47 (1981) 647 



Only at “high current” does ripple loss dominate 
first-orbit losses

• Poloidal distributions of 3.5 MeV alpha loss at the wall in TFTR. 
• Prompt loss has broad peak between 60º and 90º below the midplane.
• At 2.0 MA TF ripple induced alpha loss dominates near midplane

ALPHA PARTICLE LOSS IN TFTR DT EXPERIMENTS 
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FIG. 22. Calculations of the shapes of the poloidal distributions of 3.5 M e V  alpha loss at the wall in T F T R  based o n  the M A P L O S  
code. The  shaded regions represent smoothed approximations to  the Monte Carlo results (dotted lines). For both (a)  I = 0.6  M A  and 
(b) I = 2.0 M A  the first orbit loss has a broad peak along the vessel bottom between 60" and 90" below the outboard midplane. A t  
I = 2.0 M A  there is  a significant T F  ripple induced alpha loss component at 530' below the outboard midplane. T h e  T F  ripple loss 
calculated using the collisional O R B I T  code model also predicts alpha loss to  be localized 530" below the outboard midplane. 

Appendix B 

COMPARISON OF TRANSP PROFILES 
WITH MEASUREMENTS 

The calculations of first orbit alpha loss in Sec- 
tion 3 used as input the neutron source profiles s ( ~ )  
and the q ( r )  profiles calculated by the time depen- 
dent TRANSP transport code [as], which were avail- 
able for almost all of the discharges discussed in this 
paper. This Appendix gives some typical comparisons 
between the TRANSP calculations and the measure- 
ments of these quantities that were available for some 
of the discharges discussed in this paper. 

A comparison between the measured S ( T )  profile 
and the TRANSP modelling of this profile is shown 
in Fig. 23 for one of the I = 1.8 MA high pow- 
ered DT discharges (No. 73 346). For this comparison 
the TRANSP profile was integrated over nine vertical 
chords for a direct comparison with the lines of sight of 
the vertical multichannel neutron collimator [33]. The 
agreement is fairly good for both the profile shape and 
the absolute neutron emission level. 

The Abel-inverted neutron source profiles from the 
neutron collimator data were calculated and read 
into the Lorentz orbit code, and the alpha collec- 
tion fraction was calculated in the same way as for 
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FIG. 23. Comparison of the T R A N S P  calculations of the D T  
neutron source profile with measurements f rom the vertical neu-  
tron collimator for  a high power D T  discharge at I = 1.8 M A  
(No .  73446) .  I n  both cases the neutron emission is  integrated 
over a vertical chord corresponding to  the detector location. The  
small diflerences between the two profiles result in a -15% 
change in the calculated first orbit loss to  the 90' detector f o r  
this discharge. 
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FIG. 22. Calculations of the shapes of the poloidal distributions of 3.5 M e V  alpha loss at the wall in T F T R  based o n  the M A P L O S  
code. The  shaded regions represent smoothed approximations to  the Monte Carlo results (dotted lines). For both (a)  I = 0.6  M A  and 
(b) I = 2.0 M A  the first orbit loss has a broad peak along the vessel bottom between 60" and 90" below the outboard midplane. A t  
I = 2.0 M A  there is  a significant T F  ripple induced alpha loss component at 530' below the outboard midplane. T h e  T F  ripple loss 
calculated using the collisional O R B I T  code model also predicts alpha loss to  be localized 530" below the outboard midplane. 

Appendix B 

COMPARISON OF TRANSP PROFILES 
WITH MEASUREMENTS 

The calculations of first orbit alpha loss in Sec- 
tion 3 used as input the neutron source profiles s ( ~ )  
and the q ( r )  profiles calculated by the time depen- 
dent TRANSP transport code [as], which were avail- 
able for almost all of the discharges discussed in this 
paper. This Appendix gives some typical comparisons 
between the TRANSP calculations and the measure- 
ments of these quantities that were available for some 
of the discharges discussed in this paper. 

A comparison between the measured S ( T )  profile 
and the TRANSP modelling of this profile is shown 
in Fig. 23 for one of the I = 1.8 MA high pow- 
ered DT discharges (No. 73 346). For this comparison 
the TRANSP profile was integrated over nine vertical 
chords for a direct comparison with the lines of sight of 
the vertical multichannel neutron collimator [33]. The 
agreement is fairly good for both the profile shape and 
the absolute neutron emission level. 

The Abel-inverted neutron source profiles from the 
neutron collimator data were calculated and read 
into the Lorentz orbit code, and the alpha collec- 
tion fraction was calculated in the same way as for 
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FIG. 23. Comparison of the T R A N S P  calculations of the D T  
neutron source profile with measurements f rom the vertical neu-  
tron collimator for  a high power D T  discharge at I = 1.8 M A  
(No .  73446) .  I n  both cases the neutron emission is  integrated 
over a vertical chord corresponding to  the detector location. The  
small diflerences between the two profiles result in a -15% 
change in the calculated first orbit loss to  the 90' detector f o r  
this discharge. 

NUCLEAR FUSION, Vol. 35, No. 8 (1995) 915 

Zweben, NF  Fig. 22, TFTR



Comparison of measured ripple loss and first-
orbit losses to modeling

• Poloidal distribution D-D fusion product 
losses;
• lines show calculated prompt and prompt + ripple 

losses,
• BT = 4T, R0 = 2.60m, larger major radius maximizes 

edge ripple. 
• The ripple at the outboard limiter edge (2.6m) 

is ≈2% and at the outboard plasma edge 
(2.39m) is ≈ 0.6%.
• The experimental points are normalized at 𝜃 = 

-90º where the loss is dominantly first-orbit.
• D-D fusion products:
• 1 MeV Triton, 3 MeV proton,
• 0.8MeV 3He (not sensitive)

STOCHASTIC TF RIPPLE LOSSES OF FUSION PRODUCTS IN TFTR 
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FIG. 15. Pitch angle distributions obtained at decreasing radial 
positions behind the RF limiters. The experimental results were 
normalized by the neutron production, and the camera gain 
remained the same. The ripple peak in (b) doubles in amplitude, 
whereas the jrst-orbit peak increases only slightly. 

to the wall. However, at the midplane their impact is 
more tangential. In the latter case, the orbital effects 
on the calculated flux must be considered. 

Figure 16 shows cases taken at different plasma 
currents. At low current (0.6 MA) the calculated distri- 
bution is dominated by first-orbit losses widely spread 
at the bottom of the vacuum vessel, whereas at high 
current (1.8 MA) the distribution is very largely domi- 
nated by ripple losses localized below the midplane. 
The points corresponding to the different detectors [23] 
were added to the numerical curves. The experimental 
points were normalized to the curve through the result 
obtained from detector No. 6 located at 8 = -90". Also 
indicated are the uncertainties in the numerical calcula- 
tions that were obtained by varying the source and 
current profiles over a range consistent with the SNAP 
calculations and the source profile measurements. 

(a) 

Measured flux 

V .  

-180' -150' -120' -90' -60' -30' 0' 
Poloidal augle (bottom) 

I 

FIG. 16. Poloidal distribution of CFPs at the bottom of TFTR for 
different plasma currents (Br = 4 T, Ro = 2.60 m), n e  experi- 
mental points obtained with the four detectors were added to the 
numerical calculated distribution (continuous line). The experimental 
points are normalized at 8 = -90". 

NUCLEAR FUSION, Vo1.33 N0.3 (1993) 46 1 

Boivin, NF 1993 Fig. 14, TFTR
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Ripple losses on JT-60U created measurable 
heating of outboard limiters

• Calculated and observed hot spots due to ripple losses on the wall for 70 m3 
and 90 m3 plasmas.
• In the calculation Er, is not included, which causes small differences in the 

hot spot position and profile for ripple trapped loss.

RIPPLE INDUCED FAST ION u)SS IN JT-6OU 

FIG. 4. Calculated and observed hot spots due to ripple losses on the wall for 'YO and 90 m9 plasmas. In the calculation E, is not 
included, which Cowes small differences in the hot spot position and pmjile for ripple tmpped loss. 

measurement, ripple trapped loss (spots A and B) is 
seen in the outboard region below the midplane. The 
hot spot moves towards the low field side with expand- 
ing plasma (spot B) as expected from the calculation. 
Disagreement is seen in the position and pattern of 
the hot spots; the experimental hot spots appear on 
the lower field side and are elongated. The poloidal 
shift of the hot spot is explained by E, x BT drift 
[6, 211. In practice, the introduction of a reasonable 
electric field explains the difference in hot spot posi- 
tion [22]. A probable cause for the poloidal expan- 
sion of the hot spot is an external plasma potential, 
between the plasma surface and the first wall. Since the 
clearance gap between the plasma and the wall usu- 
ally varies with poloidal angle, E, is non-uniform out- 
side the plasma, spreading the hot spot in the poloidal 
direction. Calculations including external and internal 
potentials exhibited much better agreement in the hot 
spot profile and position [23]. 

4.2.2. Banana dri f t  loss 

heat deposition at edges of projecting armour tiles 
[20, 241. The experiment to identify the banana drift 
loss channel in the upper outboard region using 
medium sided plasmas was not successful in spite of 
the careful alignment of target tiles within the accu- 
racy of 2 mm. This means that perfect flatness of the 
first wall surface is necessary to avoid excessively local- 
ized heat deposition. Apart from such hot spots at the 
edges, the overall heat spot position for banana drift 
loss is also in agreement with OFMC predictions. 

For full sized plasmas, an unanticipated hot spot 
was observed at the grill front of the LHRF launcher 
installed on the outboard area of the wall near the 
equatorial plane when fast ions were produced by 
NBI or ICRF heating. During an annual examina- 
tion of components inside the vessel, erosion on the 
grill mouth was found on the ion drift side. The heat 
damage was thought to be caused by ripple loss [9]. 
Spot D is the pattern of heat load seen for a 90 m3 
plasma with NBI heating only. An OFMC calculation 
performed with the same plasma parameters as the 
discharge indicates that the heat spot is produced by 
the banana drift loss channel and that the pattern is 
the same as the experimental one. Here, a smooth sur- 
face formed with the grill front of the LHRF launcher 
allows measurement of the well defined hot spot due 
to banana drift loss. The heat flux at the experimental 

1589 

Predicted banana drift loss is seen on the outboard 
above the midplane (spot C). Compared with ripple 
trapped loss, it is difficult to measure the loss using 
the infrared TV diagnostic because of shallow angle 
impingement on the wall which results in concentrated 

NUCLEAR FUSION, Vol. 35. No. I2 (1995) 

Tobita, NF 1995 Fig. 4, JT-60U

(near-perpendicular
beam injection)



Reverse shear plasmas (high q0) show 
reduced core fusion-a confinement

• On left, trapped-a 
confinement region in 
monotonic and reversed 
shear plasmas.
• On right, PCX measurements 

of fusion-a profiles.
• Bottom, ripple profile for 

TFTR - dB/B ≈ 0.055% @3 m
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FIG. 11. ORBIT code calculations of the alpha banana tip
confinement domains (shaded regions) for monotonic and
reversed shear scenarios for EÆ = 3.5, 1.75 and 0.35 MeV.
In reversed shear discharges, all alphas born on trapped
orbits are rapidly lost.

the stochastic diÆusion loss region occupies the whole
plasma in the TFTR reversed shear plasma equilib-
rium. All trapped particles are quickly lost through
first orbit or stochastic ripple diÆusion. Passing alpha
particles slow down and are pitch angle scattered
into trapped orbits, for which there are confinement
regions at lower energies. At high energies the confine-
ment domains cover less of the plasma cross-section in
reversed shear than in the monotonic shear compar-
ison case. As an ion slows down, the shaded confine-
ment domain increases so that at thermal velocities
no stochastic ripple loss is predicted and neoclassical
and anomalous losses predominate.

ORBIT was used to model the PCX results
obtained during reversed shear operation [40]. Alpha
particles with initial profiles consistent with the Abel-
inverted neutron profiles measured on TFTR were fol-
lowed for øs and 2øs in both monotonic and reversed
magnetic shear geometries. The simulated profiles are
compared to PCX results for monotonic and reversed

FIG. 12. Agreement between the radial profiles of the
alpha signal from PCX measurements and the ORBIT
simulations is seen for both monotonic and reversed shear
scenarios, including the energy dependence of the profiles
in the reversed shear case.

shear cases in Fig. 12. In monotonic shear, the pro-
files at øs (1.3 MeV) and 2øs (0.5 MeV) are simi-
lar to those observed by PCX. The simulated pro-
file at 0.5 MeV extends over a larger region in r/a
as expected from the larger stochastic free region at
lower energy. In reversed shear, two features of the
PCX measurements are distinctly diÆerent from the
monotonic shear case: (a) a flat or hollow distribu-
tion at 1.71 MeV, which appears to be filled as the
energy of the observed alphas decreases to 1.3 MeV
and 0.5 MeV; (b) a very steep profile at 0.5 MeV. The
model predicts the general characteristics of alpha
loss in reversed shear which clarify how a hollow pro-
file could arise. In reversed shear, no trapped alphas
would be observed at 3.5 MeV, while at lower energies
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ment domain increases so that at thermal velocities
no stochastic ripple loss is predicted and neoclassical
and anomalous losses predominate.

ORBIT was used to model the PCX results
obtained during reversed shear operation [40]. Alpha
particles with initial profiles consistent with the Abel-
inverted neutron profiles measured on TFTR were fol-
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magnetic shear geometries. The simulated profiles are
compared to PCX results for monotonic and reversed
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scenarios, including the energy dependence of the profiles
in the reversed shear case.

shear cases in Fig. 12. In monotonic shear, the pro-
files at øs (1.3 MeV) and 2øs (0.5 MeV) are simi-
lar to those observed by PCX. The simulated pro-
file at 0.5 MeV extends over a larger region in r/a
as expected from the larger stochastic free region at
lower energy. In reversed shear, two features of the
PCX measurements are distinctly diÆerent from the
monotonic shear case: (a) a flat or hollow distribu-
tion at 1.71 MeV, which appears to be filled as the
energy of the observed alphas decreases to 1.3 MeV
and 0.5 MeV; (b) a very steep profile at 0.5 MeV. The
model predicts the general characteristics of alpha
loss in reversed shear which clarify how a hollow pro-
file could arise. In reversed shear, no trapped alphas
would be observed at 3.5 MeV, while at lower energies
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Fishbones



PDX Fishbones were an iconic study of MHD-
induced fast ion losses on tokamaks

• PDX, Poloidal Divertor Experiment, was a medium sized, shaped tokamak 
with toroidal field up to 2.4T, plasma current up to 500 kA and major/minor 
radii of 1.43/0.44m.
• Fishbones were first reported ca. 1982-1983 on PDX with 40-50 kV 

perpendicular neutral beam injection.
• Fishbone-induced large neutron rate drops, enhanced losses of energetic 

neutrals (charge-exchange losses) were seen.
• Experimental measurements of the mode structure were made.
• Theory of the drive mechanism was developed.
• Modeling of the expected losses with orbit following code were made.
• In retrospect, TAE were also probably seen, but TAE theory came much later.



PDX “fishbone” fast ion losses (PRL 1983)

• Early observations of fast ion losses.
• Primary diagnostics for fast ion losses were 

neutron emision rate drops and charge-
exchange losses, supported by modeling.
• Losses were significant, > 30% drops in 

neutron rate.
• Neutron rate drops can result from 

redistribution, loss of ion energy as well as 
actual losses.

McGuire, Phys. Rev. Lett. 1983 – PDX tokamak

a/R0           = 0.42m/1.43m
Btor             ≈ 0.7 – 1.7 T
Ebeam          ≤ 50 keV
r*/r*ITER  ≈ 2.43 – 5.90
loss           ≈ 20% - 40%



Subsequently, fishbones have been observed in 
most beam-heated plasmas, e.g., DIII-D

• Observed when bP ≥ 1.5 and ne ≤ 
5.5 x 1013 cm
• These bursts are usually of 

minor significance operationally
• However, in one case over 50% of 

the beam power was lost. 

• Operation at large values of 
normalized beta on DIII-D without 
fishbone activity is possible.

Heidbrink, Nucl. Fusion 30 (1990) 1015  – DIII-D tokamak

a/R0          = 0.80m/2.45m
Btor            ≈ 0.8 T
Ebeam            ≤ 80 keV
r*/r*ITER  ≈ 4.45
loss           ≈ 13%

DIII-D FISHBONE INSTABILITY

200

FIG. 4. Run-on fishbones before a sawtooth. BT = 0.9 T; Ip = 1.0 MA; nt = 6.5 X 1013 an
H° - D+; Pb « 7 MW; single-null divertor with K = 1.9; /3p = 0.7; 0T = 4.0%.

negligible (<1%) but, on one day, large fishbones
resulted in appreciable losses. At the burst at 1739 ms
shown in Fig. 5, the neutron emission In dropped 20%
in 1.2 ms, indicating that approximately 20% of the
full energy beam ions were lost from the plasma centre
to the plasma edge [3]. The magnetic perturbation
measured at the outer midplane wall was Be/Be = 2.5%
at this burst. In PDX, magnetic perturbations of 1% at
the outer wall (the wall conforms to the plasma more
closely in DIII-D than it typically did in PDX) produced
comparable neutron behaviour [3]. In DIII-D, magnetic
perturbations of B9/Bfl = 4 X 10"4 correlate with
~ 1 % drops in neutron emission; a similar threshold
was observed in PDX [3]. Another signature of PDX
fishbones were coincident bursts of fast ions measured
with sensitive neutral particle analysers [1, 6, 8, 10],
Increases in neutral flux associated with DIII-D fish-
bones (if any) are below the sensitivity of the EllB
charge exchange diagnostic [27]. Since the diamagnetic
loop is mounted outside the vacuum vessel in DIII-D,
reductions in diamagnetic flux associated with fish-
bones [23] are also too rapid to be detected.

The most severe losses yet observed occurred during
intense D° - D + injection (Pb - 13 MW) into a low
current (Ip = 0.75 MA), low density (i^ - 3 x 1013 cnr3),
low field (B, = 0.8 T) double-null divertor, H-mode
plasma. Fishbones in this /3P — 1.5 plasma caused
13% drops in neutron emission every 5 ms. These data

imply that the confinement time for a tyical beam ion
[3] was only 38 ms, which is considerably shorter than
the classical deceleration time [28] of ugl = 84 ms for
75 keV beam ions in this Te = 1.8 kV plasma. Thus,
the neutron data suggest [4] that as little as one-third
of the beam power was deposited in the plasma for
this condition.

•«
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TIME (ms)

FIG. 5. Time evolution of the signals from a Mirnov coil and from
a plastic scintillator in a D° — D+', double-null divertor discharge
with Ip = 0.7MA, ne = 2.8 x 1013 cm'3, B = 0.8 T, Pb a 8.8MW,
f}p = 1.5 and 0, — 4.8%. The large, rapid drops in neutron
emission indicate that beam ions are lost from the centre of the
plasma at the fishbone bursts.

NUCLEAR FUSION, Vol.30, No.6 (1990) 1019



Fishbone losses of H-minority tail ions (JET)
• The fishbones are again beam driven, 

H-minority tail-ion losses are non-
resonant.

• Neutron rate drops of up to 5% are 
seen.

• Modeling of the non-resonant losses 
were partially successful in reproducing 
the observed losses.

• In simulations, for these parameters, 
up to 0.1% of fast ions lost for each 
fishbone.

VonThun NF 2010, 084009 - Fig. 3 

#69100
I = 1.2 MA
B = 2.7 T
R = 3.1 m
Pbeam = 15 MW
PRF = 6 MW

a/R0          = 1.0m/3.1m
Btor            ≈ 2.7 T
Ebeam         ≤ 130 keV
r*/r*ITER  ≈ 1.09
loss           ≈ 5%
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Fishbone-induced a losses (TFTR)
• Fishbones were generally weaker on TFTR.

• This experiment shows stochastic losses of fusion 
a’s in a low current shot with neutron rate drops of 
up to ≈2%.

• While the increase in fusion-a losses was small, the 
alphas were not likely resonant with the fishbones.

• The lost-alpha detectors do not see lower energy 
fast-ions such as the neutral beam.

• “...does not appear to affect significantly the alpha-
particle heating power.” Coppi FST 1988

Zweben, Nucl. Fusion 1999 Fig. 2 – TFTR



Alfvénic 
modes



Fast-ion transport from Alfvénic modes
• Complicated subject, most relevant modes are probably toroidal 

and reverse-shear Alfvén eigenmodes (TAE and rsAE).
• Alfvénic modes are typically weakly damped and can be de-

stabilized by small amount of resonant fast-ions.
• Requires Vfi ≥ (1/3) VAlfvén to match resonance conditions,
• and bfast > bcrit  to overcome damping

•Multiple modes needed for losses if r/a is small, as in ITER.
• Current experimental studies provide guidance and validation of 

theoretical modes for ITER simulations.
• No current tokamak can match all relevant dimensionless terms 

with ITER with ITER-like fast-ion distribution.



First observations of TAE were from dedicated 
experiments on TFTR and DIII-D

•Meeting Vbeam/VAlfvén ≈ 1 required 
TFTR to operate at very low field, 
• Btor = 1 T, ne≈ 3 x 1013/cm3

• Drops in the neutron rate of up to 
7% are seen at the TAE bursts (the 
larger drops also include 
sawteeth).
• In retrospect, the 1/3 resonance 

meant that beam-driven TAE were   
seen at fields up to 2 T, 
• losses much smaller at higher field. 

Wong, PRL 1991, Fig. 4  – TFTR

a/R0          = 0.75m/2.4m
Btor            ≈ 1.0 T
Ebeam         ≤ 110 keV
Vfi/VAlf.      ≈ 1.1
r*/r*ITER  ≈ 3.6
loss           ≤ 7%

VOLUME 66, NUMBER 14 PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS 8 ApRIL 1991

(significantly above noise level) between signals from the
Mirnov coils and from various BES channels at the TAE
frequency. Since these two diagnostics are triggered sep-
arately, it is important to make sure that we correlate
signals at the same time. The coherence remains the
same whether the TAE bursts correlate with a sawtooth
crash or not. The BES channels approximately cover a
range of 40 cm radially and 10 cm poloidally. Signals
from all channels exhibit high coherence. Cross-phase
spectra showed that there was no propagation in the ra-
dial direction, and a large phase shift was measured
across the node at R =300 cm. Poloidal wavelengths of
36 cm at R=291 cm and 44 cm at A =310 cm were
measured, corresponding to poloidal mode numbers of
m —6 and m —8, respectively.

TAE modes are mainly driven by the pressure gra-
dient of the energetic circulating ions. When Vb —V~,
the growth rate can be estimated from the following rela-
tion:

y/co =
4 (Pb (ro+ b/ro —

2 )F —P, V~/ VT, ],
where co is the TAE frequency, co+b is the diamagnetic
drift frequency of the energetic particles, VT, is the elec-
tron thermal velocity, F=x (1+2x +2x )exp( —x )
with x =V~/(Vb), (Vb) is the average beam particle ve-
locity, and pb and p, are the ratios of particle pressure to
magnetic-field pressure for the energetic particles and
the electrons, respectively. A ten-channel neutron colli-
mator ' ' was used to measure the neutron-emission
profile of the plasma. Each channel at a fixed major ra-
dius collects neutrons emitted along its sight line, similar
to interferometer measurements of line-integrated elec-
tron density. After substraction of the background noise,
the data for a 10-kG plasma are shown in Fig. 3. The

radial profiles of neutron emissivity can be obtained by
Abel inversion. ' With the assumption of a Hat Z,g
profile and a dominant beam-target neutron production
by the same beam velocity distribution, we obtained the
beam-density profile with an e-folding length L.b of 18
cm at R =280 cm. The addition of beam-beam neutron
production would increase Jb. Analysis of the Mirnov-
coil data reveals that the dominant instability is an n =2
mode and the frequency can be correctly estimated given
q =1.3. For estimated values of pb = 0.5% and p,=0.3%, Eq. (I) yields y/co=0. 04 which is clearly un-
stable, even if pb is much lower. When we raised the
magnetic field to 12 kG, the n =3 mode became dom-
inant and )/ro = 0.03. In both cases, the driving term in
Eq. (1) is an order of magnitude larger than the damp-
ing term. It is quite possible that there are other more
important stabilizing mechanisms not included in Eq.
(1), for instance, finite-ion-Larmor-radius (FLR) effects.
For 8=12 kG, m =3.5, we have kgb =0.27 for the
beam ions with isotropic average energy of 30 keV. Ve-
locity anisotropy tends to reduce kpb, but inclusion of the
radial component k„will make kpb larger. Nevertheless,
we expect FLR eA'ects to play an important role. The
FLR efects enter through the guiding-center drift veloc-
ity which can detune the transit resonance. This is not
included in the derivation of Eq. (1). Since the driving
term increases linearly with m which increases with n for
a fixed q value, FLR eA'ects may be the mechanism
which sets upper limits on the mode numbers m, n that
can go unstable. This is consistent with our experimen-
tal observations. It leads us to speculate that the high-n
modes may be first to go unstable in reactors with high
magnetic field where the energetic a particles have small
gyroradii. More work is needed in this area for better
understanding of this instability.
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FIG. 3. Neutron collimator data.
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FIG. 4. Correlation between Mirnov-coil signal at 0=0
(bottom trace), total neutron-emission rate (middle trace), and
soft-x-ray emission at r =4 cm (top trace) from the plasma.
The vertical scale is linear with zeros suppressed.



TAE were seen under similar “low field” 
conditions on DIII-D

• In the search for TAE, DIII-D was 
also operated at reduced field to 
lower the Alfvén velocity
• Btor = 0.8 T, ne = 3.8 x 1013 cm3

• Vbeam/VAlfvén ≈ 1.4

• The lower field also meant that 
rbeam/a is larger; predicted to 
enhance fast-ion losses. 
• TAE theory suggests that k⟘rfast ≈ 1 

for instability.
• Means for ITER will need a “sea-of-

TAE” for significant transport.
Heidbrink, Nucl. Fusion 1991, Fig. 2  – DIII-D tokamak

a/R0          = 0.60m/1.7m
Btor            ≈ 0.8 T
Ebeam         ≤ 80 keV
Vfi/VAlf.      ≈ 1.38
r*/r*ITER  ≈ 4.45
loss           ≤ 6%

HEIDBRINK et al.
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FIG. 2. Signal from a Mirnov coil located near the outer midplane after digital filtering to remove
frequencies above 50 kHz (a) and below 100 kHz (c), together with the signal from a plastic scintillator (b).
Reductions in neutron emission correlate with high frequency bursts. At 1745 ms, B, = 0.8 T, Ip = 0.7MA,
Pinj = 13.1 MW and ne = 3.8 x 1013 cm'3 in a double-null divertor plasma.

Electron temperature and density were measured
with multichannel Thomson scattering [29] and by four
CO2 interferometer chords. The effective ion charge
Zeff was inferred from Thomson scattering and multi-
channel visible bremsstrahlung data [30]. A multichannel
visible spectrometer system was tuned to measure the
helium charge exchange recombination line at 468.6 nm
for Tj measurements or Ha light for beam deposition
measurements [31]; T( was also determined from the
neutron emission during H° — D + injection. In the
H°—• D+ experiments, the ratio of hydrogen density to
deuterium density was measured at the edge spectroscopi-
cally, using the ratio of Ha light to Da light, and the
central deuterium concentration nd/ne was inferred
from the neutron emission at the end of a 2 ms
deuterium beam pulse [32].

3. EXPERIMENT

3.1. Instability data

In D° — D+ plasmas with large beam and plasma
betas and relatively low Alfve'n velocity, instabilities
that may be related to TAE modes were observed. The
conditions for instability are summarized in Section 3.2;

here, we describe the instabilities. Figure 2 shows
time traces from a magnetic probe near the outboard
midplane and from a neutron scintillator. The magnetic
probe trace has been digitally filtered to reveal a pair
of semi-continuous, low frequency modes (Fig. 2(a))
and bursts of high frequency oscillations (Fig. 2(c)).
Each high frequency burst correlates with a sudden
reduction in 2.5 MeV neutron emission (Fig. 2(b)).
These sudden reductions in neutron signal are an
indication that beam ions are lost from the plasma
centre at the bursts [19]. The magnitude (~6%) and
repetition rate (~ 220 Hz) of the neutron drops imply
a beam ion confinement time [19] of approximately
75 ms. Since the thermalization time v^ was approxi-
mately 60 ms in this discharge, this implies [33] that a
substantial fraction (~45%) of the beam power is lost
owing to these bursts.

These oscillations generally do not appear as a pure
mode in the Fourier spectrum (Fig. 3(a)). Figure 3(a)
shows the cross-power spectrum of the Be signals from
two magnetic probes that are spaced 45° toroidally
during the burst at 1746 ms shown in Fig. 2. The
toroidal mode numbers associated with the various
spectral peaks have been obtained from a separate
analysis using seven probes with toroidal spacings
down to 6° (Fig. 4). The semi-continuous low

1638 NUCLEAR FUSION, Vol.31, No.9 (1991)



Total losses scale (mostly) linearly with Alfvénic 
mode amplitudes DIII-D, TFTR, JET

• JET data is better fit with an offset-linear curve, suggesting a 
possible threshold amplitude for fast-ion losses.
• Linear dependence suggests dominantly convective losses.

ARTICLE ICRF TAIL ION LOSSES DUE TO ALFVEN MODES IN TFTR 

4.2. Global characteristics of the loss 

Hydrogen minority tail ion losses resulted from the 
TAEs. These were most easily measured by the 45 
and 60" probes, which are in fixed locations and are 
better protected from the plasma heat flux than is 
the 20" probe. Figure 9 displays the time history of a 
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FIG. 9. Time history of a discharge with hydrogen minor- 
ity ICRF tail ion driven TAE including: tail ion loss rate 
at the 45' escaping alpha detector, TAE amplitude from 
a Mirnov coil, soft X ray signal showing the sawtooth 
behaviour of the discharge and applied ICRF power. 
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discharge that contained TAEs driven by the hydro- 
gen minority tail ions. The top trace depicts the 
total fast ion loss to the 45" escaping alpha probe 
versus time. The second trace is the summed RMS 
amplitude of all modes within the range from 150 
to 200 kHz. When the mode appears, the fast ion 
loss is seen to increase suddenly and substantially. 
As time progresses, the mode amplitudes diminish, 
as do the fast ion losses. This, presumably, is due to 
some evolution of the tail ion distribution. A simi- 
lar behaviour has been observed in JET [28]. At the 
sawtooth crashes (seen in the third trace) the modes 
momentarily turn on again, and the losses increase 
correspondingly. This, it is postulated, is due to a 
rearrangement of the fast ion profile. This figure also 
shows the turn-on threshold of 3 MW. The tail ions 
that are lost are trapped ions whose energies lie in 
the range 0.5 to 1 MeV, on the basis of the gyroradii 
detected. The lower end of this range, 0.5 MeV, is 
very close to the lower cut-off energy of the probes 
and it corresponds to protons whose velocities are 
approximately equal to the Alfvkn velocity. 

Figure lO(a) depicts the total RMS amplitude of 
the modes present, as determined from the Mirnov 
coils, and the escaping tail ion loss power as functions 
of the applied ICRF power. Both quantities increase 
approximately linearly with the applied ICRF power 
(more easily seen in Fig. 10(b)). The escaping tail 
ion loss power can be estimated assuming that the 
poloidal distribution of the losses is the same as that 
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FIG. 10. (a) TAE amplitude and escaping tail ion loss power versus applied ICRF power. (b) Escaping tail ion loss power 
and density fluctuation level as measured by a microwave reflectometer versus the mode amplitude measured by the 
Mirnov coils (shots 67 611 to 67 631). In both plots, each unit for the escaping ion loss rate is approximately 1% of the 
input power, within the errors of calibration described in the text. 
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FIG. 9. Fast ion instanteneous confinement time plotted versus 
TAE mode amplitude (I$) for a discharge where TAE activity 
predominates. A power Ft yields the relation r, = 5.5 X IO-' 
of the data. 

* o,21. The error bars represent the relative uncertainty 

Figure 9 suggests that the fast ion loss rate is linearly 
proportional to the high frequency mode amplitude. 

Most of the neutron data shown above are from 
MHD bursts with both TAE activity and low frequency 
Mirnov activity. Usually, the high frequency activity is 
coupled with the low frequency activity. However, we 
also observe discharges with only TAE activity that 
have appreciable fast ion losses. One such example is 

shown in Fig. 10. This discharge has the usual TAE 
signatures in the range of 70-120 kHz with a maxi- 
mum mode amplitude at the toroidal mode number 
n = 5. The discharge exhibits very weak low 
frequency Mirnov activity that appears to be an 
n = 2 mode with a frequency of 16 kHz. Approxi- 
mately 57% of the fast ion power is lost (as estimated 
from the average neutron emission). In this example, it 
is clear that the degradation in fast ion confinement is 
predominantly the result of TAE activity and not merely 
a fishbone effect. 

Finally, there appears to be no systematic correla- 
tion of fast ion loss with PTq as previously observed 
during fishbone instabilities [24, 251, Also, we observe 
no correlation of fast ion behaviour with PN, PT, Zp, 
the plasma elongation (K) or the magnetic shear. 
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Diffusive losses have also been seen on AUG
• Fast-ion losses in these experiments were a mix of convective and diffusive 

losses (left figure).
• Overlap of phase-space structures, e.g., from multiple modes, can lead to 

diffusive losses (right figure).
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Strong losses of H-minority ICRF tail ions 
seen in JT60-U

• Neutrons here aren’t from the neutral 
beams but from p-Boron fusion from 
the high-energy tail protons.

• Significant drops in the p-Boron neutron 
rate are seen during the core-localized 
TAE or “tornado” modes.

1656 M Saigusa et al

Figure 9. Amplitude of the ratio of the counter-propagating TAE mode to the co-propagating one
against the line-averaged electron density. The counter-propagating TAE modes were observed
at only relatively high electron density (ne > 2.0 £ 1019 m°3), and its amplitude increased with
the electron density.

Figure 10. Time evolution of a typical low-q discharge with the tornado modes including the
weak counter-propagating modes as shown in figure 8(b).

of the n = ±5 and n = ±6 bi-directional TAE modes in figure 8(b) were 21.0 kHz and
24.7 kHz at t = 9.66 s, respectively.

Saigusa, PP&CF 1998, Fig. 10  – JT-60U



Neutron rate drops don’t necessarily reflect fast 
ion losses or redistributions

• The toroidal mode numbers, the radial profiles of 
mode amplitudes and the frequency evolution 
(chirping) were well documented.
• Plasma equilibrium parameters (density and q 

profiles) were well measured.
• Eigenmode structures were calculated with NOVA(-

k)
• Effect of TAE on fast-ions was simulated with the 

ORBIT code.
• For this example on the spherical tokamak NSTX it 

was found that a significant fraction of the “lost” 
fast-ion energy flowed through the TAE into the 
thermal plasma.

Fredrickson, Nucl. Fusion 2013, Fig. 2  – NSTX

Nucl. Fusion 53 (2013) 013006 E.D. Fredrickson et al
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Figure 10. (a) Spectrogram of magnetic fluctuations showing two
TAE avalanche bursts, (b) neutron rate drops at each burst, (c) Dα
spikes at bursts.

damping rate.) Using the empirically determined damping
rates, the ratio Wloss/Wpeak ≈ 4 to 10, so the energy lost
from the fast ion population in the ORBIT simulations is
in qualitative agreement with the experimental estimates for
mode amplitude evolution and damping.

Avalanches in L-mode plasmas. A previous study of fast
ion losses from TAE avalanches in L-mode plasmas was
described in [58]. The avalanche data were revisited using
the updated ORBIT code and analysis techniques employed in
the above work.

One of the L-mode TAE avalanches is seen in the
spectrogram of magnetic fluctuations shown in figure 10(a).
The dominant mode in this case was an n = 3 TAE (green
contour). There were also weaker n = 2, 4 and 6 TAE in the
avalanche burst. The burst itself was only ≈1 ms in duration,
shorter than the H-mode case. The drop in the neutron rate was
comparable at ≈12% (figure 10(b)). The D-alpha data suggest
fast ions were lost as in the H-mode case (figure 10(c)).

The original choice to study TAE avalanches in L-mode
plasmas was motivated by the improved reflectometer
measurements of the mode structure with a peaked density
profile. Producing TAE avalanches in L-mode requires lower
voltage neutral beams, for reasons not understood at this time.
A helium pre-fill and gas puffing were used to suppress the
H-mode transition. Both the helium content of the plasma and
the reduced beam voltage led to a significantly lower neutron
rate in the L-mode case.

In the previous analysis [58], the reflectometer data were
modelled using only the displacement contribution to the
density perturbation. The compressional contribution was
approximately modelled by scaling the displacement density

perturbation. Here, the reflectometer data have been modelled
explicitly using the compressional and displacement terms,
which results in only modest changes to the mode amplitudes
used in ORBIT. The fits are generally better than in the H-
mode case (figure 11). Both NOVA and the experimental
measurements suggest that the TAE were more core localized
than in the H-mode. The n = 6 mode has also been included,
although the impact of that was modest. The new fits to the
reflectometer array data are shown in figure 11.

The largest change in the new analysis is that ORBIT
has a more accurate calculation of the electric field from
the TAE near the rational surfaces. With the more accurate
representation of the electric field, fewer fast ion losses are
seen in the simulations compared with [58]. However, the
reduction in the simulated neutron rate is largely compensated
by the recognition of neutron rate drop due to energy loss which
was neglected in [58]. In figure 12 the net neutron rate drop
in ORBIT simulations (red squares), the neutron drop due to
lost beam ions (blue circles) and neutron drop in the confined
beam ion population due to fast ion redistribution and loss of
energy to the TAE are shown. As above, the change in neutron
rates are calculated for beam–target and beam–beam neutrons,
and those two calculations are combined using the TRANSP
prediction that ≈63% of the neutron rate is from beam–beam
reactions and only ≈37% are beam–target. The lower beam–
target neutron rate from the reduced beam voltage and nominal
He target plasma results in a larger percentage of beam–beam
neutrons.

As was the case in the H-mode avalanches analysed above,
there is an apparent threshold for energy loss in the fast ion
population at a normalized mode amplitude of ≈0.4, and
the threshold for fast ion loss onset occurs at a normalized
mode amplitude of ≈1. There is good agreement between the
measured neutron rate drop and that predicted at the measured
mode amplitude. The previous analysis only estimated the
neutron rate drop due to fast ion losses. This analysis
predicts smaller fast ion losses, but including the neutron
rate reduction from redistribution and energy loss results in a
similar predicted neutron rate drop, close to the experimental
observation.

3. Summary and discussion

Simulations of fast ion transport due to TAE avalanches in
NSTX are in qualitative agreement with experimental data. A
surprising result is that ORBIT simulations predict small fast
ion losses up to the measured mode amplitudes, however fast
ion redistribution and the energy taken from the fast ions by the
TAE is sufficient to reduce the neutron rate as experimentally
observed. The perturbation to the beam–target neutron rate is
estimated using the change to the fast ion distribution function
and the beam–target fusion cross-section and target deuterium
density. The calculation of the change to the beam–beam rate
is more complicated, so a simple estimate is made based on
the change in the effective temperature (energy) in the slowing-
down distribution. The scaling and magnitude of the beam–
beam and beam–target rate changes are found to be roughly
comparable, and the sum is in qualitative agreement with the
measured neutron rate change.
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Neutron rate drop mostly due to energy lost from 
fast-ions driving TAE

• Simulated neutron rate drop due to TAE 
avalanche (red), 

• Neutron rate drop resulting from lost 
beam ions (blue)

• Neutron rate drop in confined beam ion 
population from energy loss (green). 

• Simulation used multiple TAE and 
measured frequency and amplitude 
evolutions

Fredrickson, Nucl. Fusion 2013, Fig. 2  – NSTX
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Internal eigenmode amplitudes measured with 
multi-channel reflectometer

• Solid curves are simulated 
reflectometer response, points are 
reflectometer data, 

• inset are NOVA poloidal harmonics 
including sheared rotation profile

• a) n=2 mode, b) n=3 mode, c) n=4 
mode and d) n=6 mode. c) n=4, 101.7kHz, 3.8%, 0.00653
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Synergy between TAE and ripple trapping led to 
localized heating and failure of port weld on TFTR
• TAE diffused H-minority ICRF tail-ions into higher 

ripple region. 
• Eventually ion became trapped in a ripple well and 

quickly walked out of plasma.
• Large major radius plasmas to improve antenna

White, Phys. Plasmas 2 1995 (2971), Figs. 2&3  – TFTR

a/R0          = 0.97m/2.62m
Btor            ≈ 3.0 T
Ebeam         ICRF tail 370keV
Vfi/VAlf.      ≈ 0.7
r*/r*ITER  ≈ 1.9
loss           ≤ 10%

-100 

R 

FIG. 1. The ripple well domain in TFTR. Also shown are the resulting 
smaller domains if the ripple in TFTR were reduced by a factor of 2 or 4. 

The equilibrium had a major radius R =262 cm, B = 3 T 
on axis, and a minor radius a = 100 cm, with a safety factor 
of 4 =0.8+3.2(rl~z)~. For these parameters the domain where 
ripple wells exist is rather large, and is shown in Fig. 1. Also 
shown is the reduction in the ripple well domain that would 
be produced by decreasing the TFI’R ripple by a factor of 2 
or 4. The particle distribution is a model high-energy hydro- 
gen minority tail ion distribution chosen to fit that produced 
during the experiment, given by 

I s 3 r * I ’ ) * ’ 15 r b + I ’ r 
104 - 

Two populations of lost particles were observed in the 
simulations, those with banana orbits intersecting the wall, 
having pitch X = ulllu ~0.5 and impacting the wall just below 
the midplane, and the ripple trapped population, with h-0, 
intersecting the wall at a location determined by the exist- 
ence of ripple wells and by the TAE amplitude. An example 
of a TM-induced ripple trapping event is shown in Fig. 2. In 
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FIG. 2. An example of TAE-induced ripple trapping, using the parameters FIG. 4. An example of simulation results showing lost particle distribution 
of shot 79459. in pitch with (open) and without fblack) the TM? made. 
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• Simulations showing fast-ion losses vs. major radius with 
(white) and without (black) TAE included. 
• Losses were very localized at vacuum vessel bottom 

between TF coils on port welds.

coupling – means large ripple.



Anomalously large losses also seen in reversed 
shear DIII-D plasmas with rsAE

• Experimental evidence of fast-ion losses was 
found in a number of diagnostics.

• In the experiment at right, ECH was used to 
suppress the rsAE, resulting in improved fast 
ion confinement.

• The losses couldn’t be well modeled using 
experimental parameters.

• Ripple is lower in DIII-D with 24 vs 20 TF coils 
and was not included in simulations.

Nucl. Fusion 48 (2008) 084001 W.W. Heidbrink et al
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Figure 13. Interferometer cross-power spectra in (a) a discharge
with central ECH heating and (b) a discharge with ECH applied near
ρqmin . The strong wavy lines in the upper spectrum are RSAEs.
(c) FIDA density profiles averaged from 500 to 600 ms in the two
discharges. The error bars represent uncertainties associated with
the background subtraction; uncertainties in channel-to-channel
calibration are larger but the relative change for a given position are
well represented by the indicated error bars. The solid line shows
the linear fit to the gradient used for the database shown in figure 17.

individual discharges are shown in figures 7 and 12. Because of
the complexity of the Alfvén activity, it is difficult to quantify
the composite amplitude. The frequency band of interest
spans from 0.5 to 2.0fTAE, where fTAE = vA/4πqR is the
frequency at the centre of the TAE gap. We find that three
distinct measures of Alfvénic activity yield similar results.
One measure of Alfvénic activity is to use the amplitude of
a bandpass-filtered Mirnov signal. Another approach is to
examine the entire set of 40 ECE channels, find the ten largest
modes, then sum their power. A third approach is to compute
the cross-power of the vertical and radial interferometer signals
and record the integrated power either in the frequency band
between 0.5fTAE and 2.0fTAE or between 50 and 200 kHz
(similar values are obtained either way). In general, any of
these approaches yields similar correlation coefficients with
the measured reductions in fast-ion signal.
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Figure 14. (a) Central toroidal rotation of carbon and (b) total
toroidal angular momentum of the plasma versus time for the
discharges with ECH shown in figures 12 and 13. Typical
uncertainties are represented by the vertical blue lines.

An example of the correlation with the bandpass-filtered
magnetics signal is shown in figure 15 for a set of five sequential
discharges with increasing beam power on each shot. The
baseline discharge (section 3.1) is the second discharge in
this sequence. As expected, the strength of Alfvén activity
is smallest in the discharge with only a single beam source
injecting 2.3 MW of power (figure 15(a)). The activity is
stronger with two beam sources (the baseline discharge with
4.6 MW of power), then approximately saturates in the very
strongly driven plasmas with 3, 4 and 5 sources of injected
beam power. The suppression of the neutron rate and the FIDA
density relative to their classical values correlates with the
mode amplitudes: the suppression is smallest with one injected
source, larger with two injected sources and approximately
saturates at a large level for 3, 4 and 5 sources (figures 15(b)
and (c)).

Data from the same five discharges are presented
differently in figure 16. In this figure, the amplitude of the
ten largest modes in the ECE spectra provide the measure
of the strength of Alfvén activity. Rather than showing the
time evolution (which is similar to the previous figure), in this
figure the normalized fast-ion signals are plotted versus ECE
mode amplitude. Once again, it is evident that the discrepancy
between the classical prediction and the data is largest when
the Alfvén modes are strong. Figure 16 also shows that the
deficit in the central FIDA density is larger than the deficit in
the volume-averaged neutron rate. This is consistent with the
flattened spatial profiles (figure 8) and empirical DB modelling
(figure 11) presented earlier: flattened profiles impact the
central density more than the volume-averaged neutron signal.

Figure 15(d) shows the signal from the loss detector that
is mounted near the midplane on the vacuum vessel wall. This
signal shows a dependence on beam power (especially late in
the discharge) but the dependence on the amplitude of the mode
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Neutron emissivity profiles measured with 
collimated neutron detectors on JET

• Neutron emissivity profile before the 
sawtooth crash (time integrated from 10.738 
to 10.748 s) versus major radius and vertical 
height for discharge 20981.

• Neutron emissivity profile after the sawtooth 
crash (time integration from 10.756 to 
10.766 s) versus major radius and vertical 
height for discharge 20981.

• Sawtooth at ≈ 10.750 s, profiles ≈ 18 ms 
apart.

2x0 F. B. M m c t n  cI ul. 

R (m) 

FK;. Z.-Camparison OC meaured channcl dillit (numbers) from two neutron camcras and 
line integrals (thc salid and dashed curves are the vertical and horizontal camcras, respec- 
tively) recalculated from cmissivity profiles dcduced by tomography (time-integrated from 
10.73X to 10.748 s) vcrsusmajor radiiisofintersection with theellipse Limgentto thechanncl. 

Shown for Discharge 20981 from 10.738 to 10.748 s. 

In Fig. 3, the neutron emissivity profile deduced by tomography is shown as a 
function of major radius and vertical height. The neutron emissivity is strongly peaked 
on-axis, with a maximum value of 1 . 9 ~  m-' s - ' .  By observing the emissivity 
versus position on a major radius chord passing through the axis, a Full-Width-Half- 
Maximum (FWHM) of0.36 m is measured at the mid-plane. In the rest of the paper, 
this geometric convention for determining the FWHM will be maintained. 

To examine the global validity of the data, 34 time slices on several discharges were 
analyzed to find the neutron emissivity in two dimensions, using the tomography 
method. The emissivity was integrated to find the global emission, referred to as E, 

nn 12 

FK;. 3.-Neulron emissivity profile bcfoare the sawtooth crash (time integrated from 10.73K 
10 10.748 s) versus mitjor radius and vertical hcight for Discharge 20981. 

284 F. E. MARCUS er U /  
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Flo. 8.-Ncutron emissivity profilc niter the sawtooth crash (time integr;md from 10.756 
CO 10.766 s) IWSUS major radius and ve r l iw l  heiglil for Discharge20981. 

by only 1/6. The poloidally-averaged emissivity inside this region is in the range 2- 
3 x 10l4 m-’ S K I .  This is less than 1/6 of the pre-sawtooth crash values. The line 
integrals from thesc profiles are within 5% of measurements for most channels and 
12% for the central channel. The profile can he characterized as hollow plus an axial 
peak. To fit a Rat profile would require much larger error bars of up to 30% for 
several channels. 

An analytic Fokker-Planck formulation from COKE (1985) has been extended to 
include the velocity space diffusion effects of finite ion temperature. Beam ions diffus- 
ing above their injection energy have enhanced fusion reactivity. This formulation is 
used to calculate the expected fraction of beam-beam (bb), beam-plasma (bp) and 
thermal (t) contributions to axial neutron emissivity, based on mcasurcd plasma 
parameters and calculated beam deposition profiles. For example, the maximum axial 
emissivity during Discharge 20981 at 11.4 s is composed of 1/6 bh, 1/2 hp, 1/3 t ,  with 
a beam slowing-down time of 130 ms for an 80 keV deuteron. 

Analyzing the data for the interval immediately preceding the sawtooth crash at 
10.75 s, a lower limit for the slowing-down time of injected beam ions is calculated to 
he 300 ms. The NBI source rate on-axis is IO2’’ m-’s-’ ; injection has lasted only 260 
ms, during which the deuteron density has increased to about 1.7 x IO”  m-3. The 
central density is therefore mainly composed of fast ions which have not had time to 
fully thermalize. The axial neutron emissivity can he accounted for by hh fusion 
reactions only, using a reaction rate appropriate for heam ions that are only partially 
thermalized. I n  the regions off-axis, the fast ion density is lower and the thermal ion 
fraction higher than on-axis. The hp reactions dominate over bb, while t reactions are 
at the I% level. This general picture is supported with full profile simulations by 
BALET ef U / .  (1989) in a separate calculation using “TRANSP”, where hh dominates 
on-axis, hut represents only 1/3 of the global neutron emission. 

After the sawtooth crash, the drop of only 1/6 in the total neutron emission and 
the change in the neutron emissivity profile are consistent with a redistribution of fast 
ions within the plasma as observed by SADLER er a/.  (1989). The bh emission, which 
previously represented 1/3 of the emission and which is proportioiial to the square of 
thc fast-ion density, drops with increased volume and is nearly eliminated. The bp 
emission from most fast ions would be expected to he approximately unchanged, since 
they are redistributed in a region with relatively uniform electron and, since the 



Fusion-a loss during sawteeth
• Example of the effect of a sawtooth crash on alpha 

loss. 
• The sawtooth crash caused a factor of 5 increase 

in the alpha loss at 90º 
• less of an increase in the 60º and 45º detectors. 

• While the enhancement is large compared to the 
prompt losses, it is transitory.
• With the possible exception of a localize heating 

issue, the other deleterious effects of sawteeth are 
probably more important to ITER than the fast-ion 
losses.

Zweben, Nucl. Fusion 1999 Fig. 4 – TFTR

a/R0 = 0.87m/2.52m
Btor    ≈ 4.9 T
Ebeam ≤ 110 keV
r/a     ≈ 0.017
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Fusion-a redistribution during sawtooth crash
• Measured alpha density profiles from before 

and at two times after a sawtooth crash. (b) 
• Measured post-crash alpha density profile 

compared with model profiles assuming various 
values of Da. 
• This measurement provides a rough measure of 

fusion-a diffusivity.
• (Data from the a-CHERS diagnostic)

Stratton, Nucl. Fusion 1996 Fig. 2 – TFTR

a/R0  = 0.87m/2.52m
Btor    = 5.1 T
IP.     = 2.0 MA
Ebeam ≤ 110 keV
r/a     ≈ 0.017



Similar results were measured with the Pellet 
Charge exchange (PCX*) diagnostic

• a’s were depleted in the core and 
redistributed to well outside the q = 1 radius
• Redistribution not observed beyond the 

stochastic ripple boundary for the associated 
energy. 
• The observed broadening decreased with 

increasing alpha energy. 
• Reasonable agreement between the PCX 

sawtooth measurements and the FPPT 
simulation
• Larger q=1 radius would move ions past ripple 

loss boundary, causing greater losses? 

Zweben, Nucl. Fusion 2000, Fig. 18 – TFTR tokamak
*Fisher, R.K., et al., Rev. Sci. Instrum. 63 (1992) 4499.

a/R0  = 0.87m/2.52m
Btor    = 5.1 T
IP.     = 2.0 MA
Ebeam ≤ 110 keV
r/a     ≈ 0.017
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Fusion-a loss during major disruption

• Fast ions are lost during disruptions, 
but...
• ...that really isn’t the thing to worry 

about.
• This major disruption was triggered 

by a minor disruption releasing about 
10% of the plasma thermal energy.
• The plasma current hasn’t changed in 

this time window, but a cold wave of 
carbon and deuterium is coming in 
from the limiter.

Zweben, Nucl. Fusion 1995 Fig. 20 – TFTR

ZWEBEN et al. 
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FIG. 20. A discharge in  which there was a large increase in  DT alpha particle loss 
just prior to a major disruption, with I = 2.5  MA, 33 M W  of NBI and 9.2 M W  of 
fusion power (No. 76778). The plasma current has not changed during this time, 
but large MHD activity was observed. Smaller increases in alpha loss were seen in 
the other detectors. Similar disruption induced fusion product loss was seen in  D D  
discharges. 

P46 scintillators after the 1992 run. This is because 
the signal per fusion product decreased by about a fac- 
tor of 20, whereas the neutron/gamma background in 
the fibreoptic bundle per neutron remained the same, 
causing a relatively larger background level and SO a 
larger level of background fluctuations that can mask 
small MHD induced alpha loss (see Section 2).  Thus, 
there may be relatively low levels of MHD induced loss 
in the DT data described here that were not measur- 
able, for example, at the level of ~ 1 0 - 2 0 %  of the first 
orbit loss level. 

By far the clearest MHD induced loss observed 
during DT has been during major disruptions, as 
illustrated in Fig. 20. In this discharge the alpha 
loss increased by more than a factor of 100 during 
the 'thermal quench' period M 2 ms just before the 
plasma current started to decay. The complicated time 
dependence of the alpha loss during this disruption is 
probably due to the kink and ballooning mode MHD 
observed during this time [26]. Similar behaviour was 

seen previously during disruptions in DD [16], so there 
is no reason to believe that this DT loss is a collective 
alpha effect. 

It is interesting that the relative increase in the 
alpha loss at the 90' detector in this disruption was 
much larger than that in the 60" or 45' detectors, as 
if the alpha loss during disruption was mainly in the 
vertical (VB) direction. It was estimated that in this 
discharge a total of ~ 1 0 %  of the confined alphas were 
lost prior to the current quench. Such an alpha loss 
mechanism may be a concern for the design of the 
ITER first wall. 

6.5. Collective alpha effects 

No alpha particle losses due to any new 'collective' 
alpha instabilities were observed in the DT experi- 
ments analysed in this paper [5]. This is not too sur- 
prising, since no other symptoms of any such alpha 
driven instabilities were observed in these cases. For 

912 NUCLEAR FUSION, Vol. 35, No. 8 (1995) 
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Fusion-alpha loss during minor disruption

• Very similar a losses for minor 
disruptions and sawteeth (except for 
abrupt neutron rate drop).
• ≈ 2 – 3 % of 6 MJ of stored energy lost 

in ≈50 µs.
• ITER not likely to tolerate “minor” 

disruptions due to relatively larger 
stored energy.
• TFTR major disruptions (current 

quenches) triggered by “minor” 
disruptions.
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Localized Fusion-a loss during 2/1 MHD
• (2,1) tearing mode + (1,1) internal kink induced 

alpha loss in TFTR. 
• The magnetic fluctuations and alpha loss are well 

correlated.
• Loss is predominantly to detector 60º below the 

midplane.
• Detectors 90º and 45º show less MHD induced 

alpha loss. The peak alpha loss at the 60◦ 
detector is about double the loss without MHD 
activity. 
• Island width ≈ 7%

Zweben, Nucl. Fusion 2000 – TFTR tokamak

a/R0 = 0.87m/2.52m
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Losses can be very poloidally localized

• These are coherent losses, the fluctuation 
amplitude as a percent of the prompt losses is 
shown here.
•Most(?) modeling of fast ion losses shows 

relatively simple poloidal dependencies.
• Single-point measurements could be 

misleading if that “point” were where there 
were no losses, or strong losses.
• Even multi-point measurements, as here, could 

miss a lot of structure.
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Similar coherent losses seen on other 
machines, notably AUG

• These would be equivalent to the losses 
seen on the “20º” probe on TFTR.

• The tearing mode introduces losses at lower 
pitch-angle than the prompt losses seen 
before the mode appeared.

Garcia-Munoz, Nucl. Fusion 2007 – AUG



Higher toroidal field also tends to reduce losses

•Alpha loss fraction versus 
ρα/a for a fixed ratio of island 
width to minor radius for a 
large m = 2, n = 1 mode
•ρα/a varied by changing the 

birth energy). 
• The coherent MHD induced 

alpha loss should be 
negligible for reactor relevant 
ρα/a. 

S.J. Zweben et al.
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Figure 12. Variation of the calculated MHD induced

alpha loss fraction versus ρα/a for a fixed ratio of island

width to minor radius for a large m = 2, n = 1 mode

(similar to Fig. 10, but with a ρα/a varied by chang-

ing the birth energy). (a) Poloidal distributions of MHD

induced alpha loss for two plasma currents, (b) calcu-

lated global MHD induced alpha loss versus ρα/a for a

TFTR-like plasma geometry. The coherent MHD induced

alpha loss should be negligible for reactor relevant

ρα/a.

5.2. Reactor relevance

It was noted in Section 4.1 that coherent MHD
induced alpha loss decreased with ρα/a at a fixed
q(a) as the alpha drift surfaces became closer to
the magnetic flux surfaces. Figure 12 shows a Monte
Carlo calculation of the expected ρα/a dependence of
global alpha loss due to coherent MHD modes. At the
reactor level ρα/a ≈ 0.01 (I = 20 MA) even a very
large island causes only a very small (≤1%) global
alpha loss and so would have a negligible effect on
alpha heating. However, this calculation also shows
that the poloidal dependence of the alpha loss tends
to become more localized as ρα/a decreases (at least
for TFTR geometry), implying that the local MHD
induced alpha heat loss to the reactor wall should
still be examined carefully [33].

The effects of reconnection on alpha loss will not
scale simply with ρα/a, but will depend upon the
details of the MHD. However, even if a large fraction
of the alphas were lost during a sawtooth, the plasma
would most likely reheat before the thermal energy
was lost, unless the period of the sawteeth was com-
parable to the energy confinement time [34]. Thus,
such MHD perturbations do not seem to be particu-
lary dangerous with regard to the loss of ignition in
a reactor.

Major disruptions caused the largest MHD
induced alpha loss fraction in TFTR, and an analo-
gous loss of ≈10% of the confined alphas in a reac-
tor could potentially damage the first wall. How-
ever, the confined alphas may well thermalize before
they hit the wall of a reactor, since the electron
temperature in a thermal quench can be as low as
100 eV. For example, the alpha thermalization time
at ne = 1014 cm−3 and Te = 100 eV is only ≈100 µs,
which may be less than the alpha loss time due to
the disruption.

5.3. Summary

This article described measurements and mod-
elling of alpha loss due to plasma driven MHD modes
in TFTR DT plasmas. For coherent modes the MHD
induced alpha loss was similar in magnitude to the
MHD quiescent alpha loss. However, for magnetic
reconnection events such as sawteeth and disruptions
the alpha loss increased by up to ≈1000 times the
MHD quiescent loss level, but only transiently. For
both cases the estimated alpha loss was still a rela-
tively small fraction of the confined alpha population
(≈0.1–10%).

There was a qualitative agreement between the
experimental results and modelling based on the
internal magnetic perturbations. The limitations of
this comparison were due to the lack of detailed
information on the magnetic structure and also the
incomplete spatial resolution in the alpha loss mea-
surements.

On the basis of the results of this article, we infer
that the effects of plasma driven MHD modes are
not likely to cause a significant loss of alpha heating
in a high current tokamak reactor. The most likely
cause of alpha heat loss in such reactors would be col-
lective MHD modes driven by the alpha population
itself [34]. This type of alpha loss was not observed
in TFTR.

1108 Nuclear Fusion, Vol. 39, No. 9 (1999)

Zweben, NF 1999 Fig. 12, TFTR
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Fast-ion losses from ELMs with and without 
external magnetic perturbation

• Fast-ion losses are seen during 
ELMs.

•But with magnetic perturbation 
fast-ion losses decrease during 
ELMs.
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TFTR ELMs

•a loss to 20º detector jumps 
at H-mode transition, drops 
to pre-H-mode level at 
ELMs.

•a-loss relatively unaffected 
at 90º detector by H-mode 
transition or ELMS

Ti (edge) is 4.6 keV and T, (edge) = 1 keV and for DD, the 
values are 3.8 and 0.87 keV, respectively. The higher edge 
temperatures for DT plasmas may indicate that DT fueled H- 
modes can exist at higher edge pressure before the MHD 
mode responsible for the ELM goes unstable. Earlier ELM 
studies in DD showed an ELM precursor with a dom@ant 
m = 1, IZ =0 mode. Analysis of the recent Mirnov coil data for 
DD and DT shows the same behavior. Stability analysis of 
high-n ideal MHD modes using plasma pressure profiles 
from TRANSP for the time just before the first ELM was done 
for both the DD and.DT cases. The results show that the 
parameters are fairly close to the first stability boundary, and 
that the mode responsible for triggering the ELM could be an 
ideal high-n ballooning mode. A stability analysis between 
the second and third ELMS of the DT case in Fig. 2, at the 
time of the maximum stored energy, indicated conditions for 
the plasma edge to be closer to the second stability boundary 
than for the analysis at the earlier time (just before the first 
ELM). 

In general, as seen in Fig. 2, at the onset of ELMS, the 
rise in rE usually ceases. Energy confinement is then modu- 
lated during the ELMing phase. This was clear for the DT 
shot of Fig. 2, where the decreases in rE were in phase with 
the leading edge of each D, spike. In this case, the ELMS 
were large and 7E decreased to slightly lower than the pre- 
transition value. In general, as seen from Fig. 2(b), the ELM 
frequency is lower in DT (40 Hz compared to 100 Hz for 
DD) and the amplitude is larger. However, nearly full recov- 
ery was observed between ELMS and the average for DT was 
about the 180 ms value it was at the transition. Microwave 
scattering data showed near complete cessation of the poloi- 
dal rotation during the ELM. However, once the rotation was 
established, it was relatively robust and was reestablished 
very rapidly (in less than 1 ms after the leading edge of each 
ELM)? 

The level of intensity of the high-frequency magnetic 
fluctuations in the range 50-500 kHz, as measured by the 
Mimov coil system and that are indicative of edge magnetic 
turbulence, increased during an ELM, but returned to the 
pre-ELM onset level between ELMS. This is reflected in the 
data of Fig. 2 for fluctuations at -300 kHz. The D, spikes 
were found to be preceded very closely by spikes in the ECE 
signal (T,) (Fig. 7). The ECE data show the ELMS to origi- 
nate from a fairly broad (outer -15 cm layer) region at the 
edge of the plasma. 

D. Effects on alpha particles and other fusion 
products 

Modification of the alpha loss in DT plasmas and the 
fusion product loss in DD plasmas17 was observed at the 
H-mode transition and during ELMS on TFTR. In the DT 
case of TFTR, the fusion product loss was dominated by the 
3.5 MeV alphas from the DT reaction, but for the DD plasma 
the fusion product loss was a combination of 3 MeV protons, 
1 MeV tritons, and 0.8 MeV 3He particles. These observa- 
tions are important, since they imply that the H-mode phys- 
ics could affect the alpha particle heat loads on the first wall 
of a reactor such as ITER. Even a loss of 10% of the alphas 
may be a critical consideration for ITER. 

2.8 2.9 
Time (set) 

3.0 

FIG. 10. Time variation of fusion product losses at the TFI’R midplane for 
a DO-D+ plasma. The H-mode transition and ELMS are indicated. 

These loss modifications are seen primarily in the “mid- 
plane” lost alpha detector 20” below. the outer midplane, and 
not at detectors located well below the midplane.17 The alpha 
loss at the 90” detector is actually lower for a high poloidal 
beta H-mode plasma than for a normal supershot at the same 
plasma current, as expected from the first-orbit model, since 
the high poloidal beta plasmas (following current ramp- 
down) have a higher Zj . Using TRANSP to model the total loss 
for DT plasmas, it was found that at ZP = 1.0 MA, 17% of the 
alpha particles were lost at high beta poloidal with Zi =2.2, as 
opposed to 34% with li31.2. No losses due to collective 
alpha effects have been observed in high beta poloidal 
H-mode plasmas. 

At the H-mode transition in DD plasmas, the DD fusion 
product loss to the midplane detector was observed to in- 
crease by about a factor of 2, as shown in Fig. 10. Subse- 
quently, at each ELM, the loss to this detector returned to 
near its pre-H-mode level. The midplane detector was lo- 
cated about 0.5 cm radially outward from the RF limiter in 
this shot, but similar results were seen within -1-l cm from 
this radial position. During this same shot an increase in 
amplitude of less than 10% was seen for the DD fusion prod- 
uct loss signal at the 90” detector, but this loss increased with 
the ELM bursts. 

The analogous behavior for a DT H-mode transition is 
shown in Fig. 11. In DT there is only a small and relatively 
slow increase in the alpha loss to the midplaiiti probe at the 
H-mode transition. After the transition, there is a gradual 
increase in this loss, interrupted by ELMS, which reduce the 
alpha loss to near the projected level had the H-mode tran- 
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FIG. 11. Time variation of alpha particle loss to a detector at the midplane 
of TFTR during DT H-mode plasma. Correlates with the D, light signal. 
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ing feature of a-TAE discharges is the elevated central q ~or
low shear in the core! as shown in Fig. 4~b!. First of all, the
threshold ba~0! for a-TAE is a factor of 2 lower in the
high-q0 case than in the low-q0 case. All the regular super-
shot plasmas have q0,1. Obviously, the ba is also impor-
tant. The TAEs are not observed in some high-q0 ~;1.5!
discharges when the ba is low @see Fig. 4~b!#. However,
a-TAE has not been observed in reversed magnetic shear21

plasmas in which the q0 is even higher. This fact indicates
that the q0 is not the only parameter that determines the
a-TAE regime.

Numerical calculation using NOVA-K code shows that the
most important parameter that determines the post-beam
a-TAE is the q profile. As discussed in Ref. 9, the low-shear/
high-q configuration leads to a wider TAE gap structure
across the plasma radius. Also, due to the low shear the ratio
of ga/gd is systematically higher in the a-TAE discharges
than in the comparison supershot plasmas. Even for the
a-TAE discharges, this ratio can change dramatically for
slight changes of q(0) ~or of the central q profile in general!.
Obviously, a finer q(0) scan is needed to further investigate
this central q(r) sensitivity for a-TAE.

F. TAE and alpha loss

The ultimate goal of the a-TAE experiment is to study
alpha confinement physics. However, no enhanced loss was
so far observed due to these a-TAE. By comparing the am-
plitude of these a-TAEs with other observed TAEs
~ICRF-TAE22 and NB-TAE23!, we found that the absence of
measurable alpha loss can be mainly attributed to the weak-
ness of the mode. According to the experimental scaling be-
tween the fast ion loss and the TAE amplitude,24 the present
level of a-TAE is near or below the detection limit.

III. KBM-INDUCED ALPHA LOSS

The first observation of the KBM-induced alpha loss has
been described in Ref. 11. Correlation between the high-n
modes and alpha loss enhancement was observed in both
single- and multiple-mode cases. Here, we will mainly dis-
cuss the multiple-mode case, which correlates with much
larger alpha loss than the single-mode case, and which was
not simulated in Ref. 11.

A. Basic observation

A factor of 2 enhancement in fusion alpha loss was ob-
served in some lithium-aided high-b D–T supershot
discharges,25 which correlates with occurrence of high-
frequency high-n MHD modes. The correlation is shown in
Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!. The escaping alphas are detected by scin-
tillator probes26 located at 90°, 60°, and 45° below the out-
board midplane. Shown in Fig. 5~a! is the alpha particle flux
to the 90° probe normalized to the neutron yield. The high-
frequency modes are detected by both the 20-channel ECE
polychromator27 and Mirnov coil diagnostics. Figure 5~b!
shows the contour plot of the frequency spectrum measured
from one ECE detector at r/a.0.40. The frequencies of
these modes are well below the TAE frequency, which is in
the range of VA/4pqR.290– 310 kHz for r/a50.2– 0.4 at

t54.3– 4.5 s. Among the quasicontinuous MHD modes with
n51 – 11, only those with high n(>6) are found to correlate
with the lost alpha bursts. This selective behavior indicates
that the loss is due to direct wave–particle resonance, rather
than being due to the stochasticity induced by low-frequency
MHD, which has also been previously observed in TFTR
D–T experiments.28

B. KBM mode structure

The multiple-n modes are detected in two or three elec-
tron cyclotron emission ~ECE!27 channels on both the low-
field and high-field sides. The mode radial structure shown in
Fig. 6~a! clearly exhibits a ballooning character. This feature
is also seen in the external magnetic measurement as shown
in Fig. 3~c!. These modes are peaked at the location of the
high-pressure gradient, as depicted in Fig. 6~b!. Stability
analysis using both a full kinetic code11 and a two-fluid
model29 shows that, due to the strong local pressure gradient,
the plasma is unstable to the kinetic MHD ballooning modes
~KBM!. Study of similar KBMs observed in TFTR super-
shots ~D-only and D–T plasmas! has been described in Ref.
30. In contrast to the beta-driven Alfvén eigenmodes
~BAE!31 which have an Alfvén frequency scaling, these
modes have real frequencies which scale with v.v*pi/2
~Ref. 30!, where v*pi is the ion-diamagnetic frequency. This
scaling is qualitatively consistent with KBM theory.10

C. Particle orbit simulation

Particle simulation using the ORBIT code32 has been car-
ried out for the single KBM mode (n56) case and briefly
reported in Ref. 11. The mechanism of resonance-induced
loss was demonstrated in the simulation. Similar particle

FIG. 5. The observed alpha loss event ~a! correlates with the occurrence of
high n ~.6! modes ~b!. The T̃e/Te frequency spectrum is from an internal
ECE channel at r/a.0.40.
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Fusion-a loss due to KBMs on TFTR

• As far as I know, the only 
experimental observations of 
Kinetic Ballooning modes 
(KBMs) were on TFTR.

• Like TAE, they led to a modest 
enhancement of fusion-a 
losses.

Z. Chang, Phys. Rev. Lett. 1997 – TFTR 
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High-harmonic fast wave heating causes a losses

• The “non-resonant” high-
harmonic fast wave heating was 
being used to heat electrons.
• Fusion-a’s were lost when 

resonant with the HHFW.
• The loss was from marginally  

passing particles converted to 
”fat” banana orbits, which were 
lost.
• Similar losses seen in mode-

conversion Bernstein a-
channeling experiments  4.0
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MeV ion loss during ICRF (w/wo NBI)
• Data from 3He minority heating.
• These ICRH induced signals are 

interpreted as being due to first-orbit 
loss of the 3.7 MeV alpha particles 
from D-3He reactions.
• MeV ion loss signals versus time to 

the 90º detector.  
a) Increase (x2-3) in the MeV ion loss 

signal during 5.2 MW ICRH in a 19 
MW NBI plasma.  

b) MeV ion loss with 4.6 MW of ICRH 
alone (without NBI).  

Zweben, Nucl. Fusion 1992 – TFTR tokamak



Summary



The good news: no serious problems identified
• Most cases of fast-ion redistribution are found to have modest impact on the 

fast-ion population, or occur in conditions that are relatively easy to avoid.
• The extrapolation from present machines to reactor parameters generally 

reduces the expected impact of instabilities on the fast-ion population.
• The uncorrected magnetic ripple in ITER may be a problem, but a solution 

exists.
• ITER is still a big step from present tokamaks and surprising discoveries in 

tokamak plasma physics are not uncommon.
• Localized PFC heat loads could still potentially create problems.
• This is not necessarily true for the two leading alternatives to tokamaks:
• Stellarators somewhat intrinsically tend to focus fast-ion losses to small regions.
• ”Spherical” tokamaks aim to reach reactor conditions in smaller, lower field devices.



Fraction of fusion products lost to wall due to 
MHD (FMHD) in TFTR was tolerable.

Figure 9. Estimate of the MHD induced alpha loss fraction 
for various types of MHD activity in TFTR, averaged over the 
three fixed poloidal detectors and the duration of the MHD 
activity. The vertical scales are order of magnitude 
estimates for the alpha loss fractions; for example, the 
alpha loss during a single sawtooth event is <0.01%, i.e. 
negligible with respect to that during a major disruption. 

Of course, these FMHD are only order of magnitude 
estimates given the approximations used in Eq. (1), 
particularly since only a small fraction of the wall area was 
used to estimate the factor M. However, one confirming 
measurement is that described in Ref. [26] where alpha loss 
due to a sawtooth crash as estimated from α-CHERS was 
found to be negligible, which is consistent with Fig. 9. 
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Fusion-a loss during 2/1 MHD
Figure 1. Example of coherent MHD induced alpha loss in a 
standard TFTR DT supershot with I = 1.5 MA and15MW of 
NBI.  This discharge had m=2,n=1 and m = 1,n = 1 
components at about 1 kHz, which caused an increase in 
alpha loss by up to ≈30% in the midplane detector. The 
midplane detector aperture in this discharge was at −2 cm 
with respect to the limiter shadow. The B-dot signal 
measured the MHD perturbation at the wall. 
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D-D fusion product loss 3/2 NTM
FIG. 1. MHD-induced loss of D-D fusion products during NBI for R =2.45 
m, I= 1.6 MA, 24 MW NBI discharges in TFTR. These shots differ in 
their type. of MHD activity, most likely due to the different plasma current 
evolution before NBI (and not the slightly different final current). The 
MHD-induced loss in the fishbone-type shot (#66896) starts at about 
3.45 s, while the MHD-induced loss in the 3/2-type shot (#66869) 
appears to start at ≈ 3.25 s. The D-D fusion product loss at both the 90º 
and 20º (midplane) detectors increases by ~20% at each fishbone, and 
by ≈x2-3 above the MHD-quiescent level during 3/2-type MHD. Without 
the MHD activity, the escaping fusion product signals at 90º follows the 
time dependence of the first-orbit loss early in time (≤0.2 s), with 
delayed loss dominating the signals later. The Mirnov signals are taken 
from a coil at the vessel wall near the outer midplane. 
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FIG. 1. MHD-induced loss of D-D fusion products during NBI for 
R =2.45 m, I= 1.6 MA, 24 MW NBI discharges in TFTR. These shots 
differ in their type. of MHD activity, most likely due to the different 
plasma current evolution before NBI (and not the slightly different final 
current). The MHD-induced loss in the fishbone-type shot (#66896) 
starts at about 3.45 s, while the MHD-induced loss in the s-type shot 
(#66869) appears to start at =: 3.25 s. The D-D fusion product loss at 
both the 9(r and 2tY (midplane) detectors increases by -20% at each 
fishbone, and by -x2-3 above the MHD-quiescent level during g-type 
MHD. Without the MHD activity, the escaping fusion product signals at 
w follows the time dependence of the first-orbit loss early in time ((0.2 
s), with delayed loss dominating the signals later. The Mirnov signals are 
taken from a coil at the vessel wall near the outer midplane. 

than for the fishbone-type discharge. The corresponding 
ratio in the 20” detector was ~3.6 at the same time, while 
for the 60” and 45” detectors the ratio of the loss between 
4 -type and fishbone-type discharges was a factor of z 1.5 
and =: 1.3, respectively. Thus the poloidally averaged fu- 
sion product loss over the range 20”-90” below the outer 
midplane was increased by ~2 during s-type MHD activ- 
ity, when compared to the relatively MHD-quiescent 
fishbone-type discharge. There was also a slight ( ~20%) 
increase in the fusion product loss at each fishbone, start- 
ing from the first one at ~3.45 s and continuing simulta- 
neously in both the 90” and 20” detectors, as long as the 
fishbone-type MHD lasts (>0.5 s). 

in Fig. 2 (at z 3.5 s). For the fishbone-type discharge there 
is a small but consistent increase in the D-D fusion prod- 
uct loss at each fishbone burst, with a perceptible modula- 
tion in the 90” detector at the fishbone frequency of z 10 
kHz (less clear in the 20” detector). The fishbone-induced 
fusion product loss follows closely in time the envelope of 
the Mirnov signal at both the 90” and 45” detectors, with 
the peak loss coinciding with the peak fluctuation level to 
within < 1 ms (even at the first fishbone), suggesting that 
this loss process is very rapid compared to the thermal 
energy confinement time of z 150 ms. For the g-type dis- 
charge there is a few percent (RMS) modulation of the 
loss at both detectors at the i mode frequency of =: 20 kHz. 
The amplitude of these modulations approximately follows 
the amplitude of the Mimov signal over the time scale of 
the NBI. Note that the l/e decay time of the P31 scintil- 
lator is ~20 PS,~ which tends to reduce the fluctuation 
level somewhat at frequencies 220 kHz. 

These same signals are shown on an =: 5 ms time scale The pitch angle and gyroradius distributions of the loss 
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FIG. 2. Comparison over a time scale of -3-5 ms of the MHD activity 
and fusion product loss for the same two shots shown in Fig. 1. The 
escaping D-D fusion product signals are only weakly modulated at the 
fishbone frequency of z 10 kHz, or the 1 mode frequency of z-20 kHz. 
The inferred amplitude of the magne$c perturbation near the q= 1 sur- 
face during the fishbone is roughly B/B,=. lo-; and the amplitude of 
the i mode is roughly B/B r=: 10m4 near the *=I surface. 
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D-D fusion product loss 3/2 NTM
FIG. 2.  Comparison over a time scale of -3-5 ms of the 
MHD activity and fusion product loss for the same two 
shots shown in Fig. 1. The escaping D-D fusion 
product signals are only weakly modulated at the 
fishbone frequency of ≈ 10 kHz, or the 3/2 mode 
frequency of ≈20 kHz. The inferred amplitude of the 
magnetic perturbation near the q= 1 surface during the 
fishbone is roughly Br/BT= 10-3 and the amplitude of the 
3/2 mode is roughly B/BT ≈ 10-4 near the q=3/2 surface. 
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FIG. 1. MHD-induced loss of D-D fusion products during NBI for 
R =2.45 m, I= 1.6 MA, 24 MW NBI discharges in TFTR. These shots 
differ in their type. of MHD activity, most likely due to the different 
plasma current evolution before NBI (and not the slightly different final 
current). The MHD-induced loss in the fishbone-type shot (#66896) 
starts at about 3.45 s, while the MHD-induced loss in the s-type shot 
(#66869) appears to start at =: 3.25 s. The D-D fusion product loss at 
both the 9(r and 2tY (midplane) detectors increases by -20% at each 
fishbone, and by -x2-3 above the MHD-quiescent level during g-type 
MHD. Without the MHD activity, the escaping fusion product signals at 
w follows the time dependence of the first-orbit loss early in time ((0.2 
s), with delayed loss dominating the signals later. The Mirnov signals are 
taken from a coil at the vessel wall near the outer midplane. 

than for the fishbone-type discharge. The corresponding 
ratio in the 20” detector was ~3.6 at the same time, while 
for the 60” and 45” detectors the ratio of the loss between 
4 -type and fishbone-type discharges was a factor of z 1.5 
and =: 1.3, respectively. Thus the poloidally averaged fu- 
sion product loss over the range 20”-90” below the outer 
midplane was increased by ~2 during s-type MHD activ- 
ity, when compared to the relatively MHD-quiescent 
fishbone-type discharge. There was also a slight ( ~20%) 
increase in the fusion product loss at each fishbone, start- 
ing from the first one at ~3.45 s and continuing simulta- 
neously in both the 90” and 20” detectors, as long as the 
fishbone-type MHD lasts (>0.5 s). 

in Fig. 2 (at z 3.5 s). For the fishbone-type discharge there 
is a small but consistent increase in the D-D fusion prod- 
uct loss at each fishbone burst, with a perceptible modula- 
tion in the 90” detector at the fishbone frequency of z 10 
kHz (less clear in the 20” detector). The fishbone-induced 
fusion product loss follows closely in time the envelope of 
the Mirnov signal at both the 90” and 45” detectors, with 
the peak loss coinciding with the peak fluctuation level to 
within < 1 ms (even at the first fishbone), suggesting that 
this loss process is very rapid compared to the thermal 
energy confinement time of z 150 ms. For the g-type dis- 
charge there is a few percent (RMS) modulation of the 
loss at both detectors at the i mode frequency of =: 20 kHz. 
The amplitude of these modulations approximately follows 
the amplitude of the Mimov signal over the time scale of 
the NBI. Note that the l/e decay time of the P31 scintil- 
lator is ~20 PS,~ which tends to reduce the fluctuation 
level somewhat at frequencies 220 kHz. 

These same signals are shown on an =: 5 ms time scale The pitch angle and gyroradius distributions of the loss 
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FIG. 2. Comparison over a time scale of -3-5 ms of the MHD activity 
and fusion product loss for the same two shots shown in Fig. 1. The 
escaping D-D fusion product signals are only weakly modulated at the 
fishbone frequency of z 10 kHz, or the 1 mode frequency of z-20 kHz. 
The inferred amplitude of the magne$c perturbation near the q= 1 sur- 
face during the fishbone is roughly B/B,=. lo-; and the amplitude of 
the i mode is roughly B/B r=: 10m4 near the *=I surface. 
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Fishbones
• Fishbones were first(?) coherent mode studied regarding fast ion losses.
• They were discovered on PDX (Poloidal Divertor Experiment), one of the 

first diverted tokamaks.
• A theoretical explanation for the mode, an energetic particle mode was 

quickly developed.
• Fishbones have subsequently been observed on most auxilliary-heated 

tokamaks.
• Fast-ion losses  (neutron drops) reached 20% - 40% per burst , but in 

larger tokamaks at higher field losses are typically much lower. 
• Multiple drive resonances for the fishbone (precession drift, w*, bounce 

frequency, ...) have been observed.
• “Classical” fishbone requires q=1 surface, although fishbone-like 

instabilities have been observed in reverse-shear plasmas with q > 1.



Summary of JT-60U ripple loss experiments
• Comparison between 

experimental and calculated 
ripple loss power fractions.
• Total loss is deduced from 

neutron decay for NBI blips, 
• Partial ripple losses (ripple 

trapped and banana drift loss) are 
estimated from the heat load on 
the first wall. 
• The error of experimental loss is 

typically ±15% of the values.

TOBITA et al. 

x Total loss 
A Ripple trapped loss 

30 0 Bananadrift loss 

0 a*, I I 

0 10 20 30 40 

Experimental Loss (YO) 
FIG. 5. Comparison between experimental and calculated ripple 
loss power fractions. Total loss i s  deduced from neutron decay for 
NBI blips, and partial ripple losses (ripple trapped and banana 
drift loss) are estimated f r o m  the heat load o n  the first wall. T h e  
error of experimental loss i s  typically 4~15% of the  values. 

hot spot showed the expected ne dependence and also 
agreed quantitatively with the OFMC calculation. 

4.3. Comparison of ripple loss fractions 

Quantitative comparison of ripple losses for various 
shots from experiments and calculations is shown in 
Fig. 5. The total loss fraction was estimated from neu- 
tron decays following beam blips, and the partial loss 
fractions (banana drift and ripple trapped losses) were 
deduced from the IRTV measurements. The param- 
eter ranges for the total loss are I ,  = 0.4-1.3 MA, 
BT = 3.0-4.0 T, ?ie (0.2-1.2) x l O I 9  m-3 and 6 = 
0.2-2%, and those for ripple trapped loss are I, = 
2.5-4.0 MA, BT = 4.0 T, T i e  = (2.5-4.5) x lo1’ m-3 
and 6 = 0.2-1.5010. Data for banana drift loss were 
obtained under the conditions of I ,  = 2.0 MA, BT = 
4.0 T, Ee = (2.1-3.6) x lo1’ mP3 and 6 = 2.2%. The 
figure indicates that the OFMC code gives good pre- 
dictions for each loss channel as well as for the total 
ripple loss. 

5. SUMMARY 

Ripple enhanced fast ion loss has been studied in 
JT-6OU and the following results were obtained: 

(a) Hot spots for banana drift and ripple trapped loss 
channels were observed at different positions on 
the wall, and the positions agreed with OFMC 
predictions. 

(b) The location and shape of the heat spot due to 
ripple trapped loss exhibited an effect of Er on 
ripple trapped orbits, as expected from theory. 

(c) The experimental partial ripple losses and total 
loss agreed well with the calculated values. 

(d) As for the effect of TF ripple on H mode, ELM- 
free H modes were still obtainable at a ripple 
amplitude of at least 2.2%, and no significant 
degradation in global confinement properties was 
seen with the lost power corrected. 

From the results on ripple induced fast ion loss, it is 
concluded that the ripple transport governing fast ion 
losses is explained within the framework of the existing 
theory. 

Effects from combined ripple and MHD modes or 
radiofrequency waves still remain to be resolved. In 
ICRF experiments in Tore Supra, bursts of ripple 
trapped fast ions synchronous with sawtooth crashes 
were observed by an escaping particle detector [3]. In 
contrast, no burst in ripple trapped loss correlated 
with sawtooth crashes has been seen in JT-6OU even 
for giant sawtooth crashes. The size of the ripple well 
region may be important in understanding the differ- 
ence. Owing to the large ripple amplitude, the core 
of the Tore Supra plasma is surrounded by the ripple 
well domain on all sides. Once expelled from the core, 
therefore, all banana fast ions can be lost via the ripple 
trapping process. In JT-GOU, in which no ripple well 
exists on the high field side, fast ions expelled by the 
crashes tend to be lost via banana drift. This has not 
yet been verified experimentally. An improved under- 
standing of the interactions of fast ions with MHD 
modes would be necessary to resolve ripple-MHD com- 
bined effects. 

According to JT-GOU experiments, ICRF waves 
enhance ripple loss further [25] and can seriously dam- 
age the ICRF antenna. The heat load distribution is 
clearly expanded in the poloidal direction by ICRF. 
No analysis code is available to  evaluate this kind 
of combined loss. To obtain good coupling with the 
plasma, the ICRF antenna should be installed near 
the first wall: damage will probably also occur in other 
tokamaks. The combined radiofrequency/ripple effect 
should be explored in experiments and code develop- 
ment. 
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Losses drop quickly with increasing plasma 
current

• Triton loss fraction to 45º, 60º 
and 90º detectors versus plasma 
current.
•Measurements at fixed toroidal 

field of 4.8 T, R = 2.45m, a = 
0.8m.
• Roughly consistent with a 

simplified first-orbit loss model.
•Deviation at highest currents 

possibly due to ripple-loss.

MeV FUSION PRODUCT LOSS FROM TFTR
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FIG. 14. Triton loss fraction versus plasma current for a series of
discharges monitored with the PM detectors (35205-35453). The
measured flux decreases approximately as expected from a simplified
first-orbit loss model in which the profiles are kept constant. The
background level, as monitored by another fibre, is constant as
0.1-0.2 on this scale, and has already been subtracted.

power, neutral beam heated discharges, where each
point represents the net triton flux seen by the fibres
for one discharge (i.e. the sum of the three PM signals
that were within the peak in the pitch angle distribution,
minus the background level measured at the edge of
the scintillator), normalized by the total neutron flux
during the same integration time. The integration times
during NBI varied from 0.08 s to 1.5 s for these shots.

The resulting normalized triton flux, or relative triton
loss fraction, decreases by about a factor of six between
0.8 MA and 1.6 MA, and by about a factor of three
between 0.9 MA and 1.4 MA, similar to Fig. 12. Note
that the background as monitored at the edge of the
scintillator was small and constant for this data set, i.e.
between 0.1 and 0.2 on this scale for all currents. A
similar plasma current dependence can also be seen in
the pitch angle resolved PM data for three different
currents in Fig. 10. The results obtained using a single
fibre near the peak are similar to those obtained with
the summed triton signals in Fig. 14, since the pitch
angle distribution did not vary substantially over this
current range.

This observed decrease of the relative triton loss
fraction with plasma current roughly agrees with the
prediction of the simplified first-orbit loss model, as
indicated by the theoretical curve normalized to the
data of Fig. 14 at 0.8 MA. This model curve
represents the total expected 1 MeV triton loss
integrated over the pitch angle range » 50-80° for this
detector, calculated assuming a constant triton source
profile (parabolic to the sixth), a constant plasma current

profile (parabolic to the third) and no Shafranov shift
in the current distribution.

However, the simplified model used in Fig. 14 is
not entirely consistent with the data, since this model
predicts a factor of 11 reduction in triton flux per neu-
tron over the same current range, and not the observed
factor of six reduction. Part of this discrepancy may
simply be a systematic underestimate of the background
(and so an overestimate of the signals at high current),
which could be due to a lower optical efficiency for
the fibre at the edge of the scintillator compared to the
fibre near the centre. Another apparent inconsistency
with the first-orbit loss model is the apparent scatter of
about ±25% rms in the data at fixed plasma current.
Attempts to explain these effects in terms of systematic
variations in the plasma current and/or the triton source
profiles are discussed in Section 3.9.

The conclusion from this section is that the lost
triton flux decreases with increasing plasma current at
least qualitatively, as expected from the first-orbit loss
model. If the poloidal distribution of this loss were
invariant with current, the observed decrease would
imply that the triton loss fraction at 1.6 MA must be
< 16%, since the loss at 0.8 MA can be at most 100%,
which would imply good 'single-particle' alpha con-
finement for reactor grade machines. However, the
actual poloidal distribution of triton loss (particularly
near the outer midplane) remains to be determined.

3.7. Effect of plasma current on
pitch angle distribution

Figure 15 shows video camera data for the pitch
angle distributions of two of the discharges shown in
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Fast ion losses in ideal devices are typically easily predicted and negligible. However, the perfect magnetic geometries envisioned in 

conceptual machines are seldom achieved in practice. Necessary compromises in the design of coils, unavoidable errors in 

construction, and imperfect materials result in perturbations (error fields, ripple) to the idealized magnetic geometry. Further, 

instabilities driven by the inherent non-equilibrium nature of the thermal plasma (tearing modes, sawteeth, turbulence, disruptions, 

ELMs) and instabilities driven by the non-equilibrium fast ion populations themselves can all interact synergistically with each other 

and with field errors to result in significant losses of fast ions. Of particular concern for ITER, heating of the plasma with waves in the 

ion-cyclotron range of frequencies has also been seen to enhance losses. We describe here experiments which have documented the 

reduction of fast ion populations either by directly measuring the lost fast-ion flux, or by measuring the change in the confined fast 

ion population. The major concern is developing the ability to predict losses of fusion alphas in future ignited plasma devices such as 

ITER. Current and past experiments have studied the losses of D-D fusion products, beam ions, RF-generated ion “tails”, and some 

limited data on D- T fusion alphas (JET and TFTR). While alpha-driven TAE were seen on TFTR, their amplitude was low and the losses 

expected from those modes are presumed to be small. Measured losses have largely been found to be consistent with theoretical 

predictions (based, for example, on experimental estimates of mode amplitudes).



• Controlled thermo-nuclear fusion means fusion-a’s must transfer their energy to the 
thermal ions and gracefully leave the plasma.
• Not all fast ion redistribution or losses are necessarily bad; the “Holy Grail” would be to 

discover “a-channeling”, waves that take energy from a’s while transporting them 
outwards and then damping on the thermal plasma.
• Resonant vs. stochastic losses

• neutron rate drops can result from resonant energy transfer from fast ions to thermal plasma (good?) 
as well as loss of energetic ions.

• stochastic losses often(?) result from synergies between coherent modes and other loss mechanisms, 
e.g., magnetic ripple.

• generally, stochastic losses are bad in that energy is lost from the plasma.

• Parameters that affect losses:
• mode amplitude
• resonances (spatial or temporal)
• normalized larmor radius, r* = rfi/a (I will show r* normalized to the typical ITER value of r* = 0.025).

• Pretty much every machine with neutral beam or RF heating has studied fast-ion 
confinement; this talk can only lightly touch the depth of the experimental database.



Need theory, modeling to project to ITER
• Experimental measurements of fast ion losses are necessary to:
• validate codes used to accurately predict ignition margins in future reactors; because 

losses and profile flattening both reduce fusion reactivity
• design plasma facing components to handle possible localized heat loads
• (Best to avoid regimes with large fast-ion losses.)

• Conversely, too good confinement of fusion products reduces the plasma 
reactivity as fusion a’s will displace the deuterium and tritium fuel.
• An ideal situation would be where waves extracted the energy from the fusion 

products while moving them out of the plasma, and depositing the energy in 
the thermal ion population, “a-channeling”.
• Here we will discuss experiments to find regimes with large fast ion losses



non-uniform 
ion losses



Losses may be very spatially localized

• In this example, virtually no losses 
seen on probes 45º and 90º below the 
midplane, but “large” enhancement in 
losses seen on 60º probe.
•Modeling is necessary to convert 

limited experimental data to total loss 
estimates.
• Experiments are needed to validate 

modeling codes.
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D-D fusion product loss with f.b.

• At moderate toroidal fields (Btor = 2.88 T), 
the impact of fishbones becomes largely 
ignorable.
• They do redistribute fast-ions in the core 

region.
• In TFTR they were beneficial for limiting the 

pressure profile peaking which otherwise 
would have led to disruptions. 

Kaita, Phys. Plasmas 1990 Fig. 1 – TFTR

a/R0          = 0.80m/2.45m
Btor            ≈ 2.88 T
Ebeam            ≤ 95 keV
r*/r*ITER  ≈ 1.09
loss           ≈ 1%
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